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Rollbar Accessories

In Early August Ginny & I traveled to
Dayton Ohio for the British Car Day & the
NASS Central Spit-Together. The Eastwood
Metro Park provides a very nice, shady area to
hold a car show. The area is covered with large,
sprawling trees providing lots of shade for all
the participants and spectators. The Spitﬁres
and GT6s made a very impressive showing
Me with Mike Ross (right), this year (43-Spits, 7-GT6s), and we hope to
coordinator of the NASS include coverage of the events in the winter
edition of the magazine.
Ohio Get-Together
It was nice to walk around the park and see so
many diﬀerent British cars in one place at one time. It was also nice to see groups
of friends gathered near their cars, in various spots of shade, laughing and having
a good time together. The area near the Spitﬁres was no exception. There were
large groups of people gathered in the shade telling stories, telling jokes, comparing repair stories and the like. You could walk up to any group and you were
welcomed in, and made part of the conversation. You could feel the friendliness
of the group immediately. It was a great time at the show, to be in the shade,
among the cars and among good friends.
During the weekend, as the NASS group held their events, we witnessed more
than once, the friendly and helpful attitude of the people, when problems arose
with various cars. One car, featured in a previous issue of this magazine, broke
down only a couple miles from the host hotel. A frantic phone call from the
owner, and several vehicles and a truck & trailer headed out to locate this stranded Spitﬁre in the dark. The car was assessed, pushed on the trailer and whisked to
the host hotel in short order. Once there, it was the groups focal point as several
people climbed underneath to speculate on repairs. Parts were oﬀered up from
several diﬀerent people, a plan was formulated, and the car made it to the show
in the shade, then was ﬂatbedded back home for more extensive repairs.
During a drive to a cookout & concert, one older Spit gave its last eﬀort climbing the driveway of the host before it rolled to a stop. People came running
and pushed the car into the shade near the garage. A group gathered, including
Ted Schumacher, to ﬁgure out the best way to ﬁx the car. While the cookout
and concert progressed, various attendees oﬀered options for repair, and for the
stranded couple to get a ride back to their hotel, and home again to Kentucky. In
the shade of the setting sun, the band played, the food and drink were consumed,
and a good evening was had by all. None of the breakdowns stopped even the car
owners from enjoying a well planned weekend event.
If only we had shade for all our breakdowns and a large group of helpers when
we need them, but alas, we do not always travel in large groups, just like Dan
Herrman. Dan has been soloing around the US capitals in his 1980 Spitﬁre. His
goal, to prove to himself and to others, that his Spitﬁre is reliable, and that he
can visit all 48 of the state capitals in the continental United States, and return
home under his own power. The ﬁrst part of his journey is covered in this issue,
and subsequent parts will be printed in upcoming issues. Will he make it? Can
he make it? Will he ﬁnd a large shade tree to rest under and call it quits? Follow
along and ﬁnd out.

Until next issue, see
you on the road...

Flashlight & Extinguisher Mounts
www.fourtreks.com

FOURTREKS

3625 Anita Dr.
Bell, CA 90201
818-517-6145
Fax: 805-583-8299
4

Camera & Camcorder
Mounts

Right: Spitﬁres in line
with the Wright 'B'
Flier, for a panoramic
photo at the Wright
Bros Airﬁeld, Dayton,
Ohio
Thanks to everyone for your submissions. Please keep them coming! They
may not be in the next issue, but they will be used in a future issue.
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French Blue 1974 Spitﬁre 1500, owned by SSgt. Stephen Hunt,
USAF, 386th EMOF, Operation Iraqi Freedom,
Home base: Dyess AFB Abilene, Texas
The staff of Spitfire & GT6 Magazine expresses its
sincere gratitude to the many supporters and suppliers of stories, photos and technical information.

Send us anything Spitfire or GT6 related!
info@triumphspitfire.com or
P.O. Box 30806,
Knoxville, TN USA 37930-0806

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear Spitfire & GT6 Magazine...
GREAT MAGAZINE

Dear Editor,
Great magazine as well as a great
web site. I’ve been playing with
Spitﬁres for 30 years, so I’m fairly informed on Spitﬁres, but your magazine and website still provide plenty
on new and useful information.
Thanks for all the work you’re doing.
Gary Fredo
66 Spitﬁre
Pgh, PA
Gary,
Thank you very much for your kind
words. Our readers help to make this
a great magazine.
Howard~

LEAKY SOFTTOP

Dear Editor,
I bought a Spitﬁre 1500 about a
month ago. It appears to me that
the Header Rail Seal has been
installed incorrectly, which means
at forty miles per hour in a thunderstorm it looks like Nigara Falls
inside the vehicle.
I was hoping that you might
be able to supply me with some
instructions on how to install the
Header Rail Seal correctly. Since
I don’t have a “clue”, any help or
advice you could give me would
be sincerely appreciated.
Thanks,
Gary Luper
Alabama
Gary,
This is one job I personally have not
tackled yet. I would recommend calling Nigel at Spitbits and see if he can
guide you through the proper repair.
Perhaps a reader could write in
with a detailed installation for the next
issue.
Howard~
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EXHAUST
QUESTIONS

Good morning folks,
I am a subscriber. but I have
never seen an article about my situation. I have brought my beloved Spitﬁre
to California from Oregon and it is time
to pass the smog test. This car has NO
SMOG EQUIPMENT AT ALL. I think I will
be able to ﬁnd most everything I need but
there are a few questions .....
1. Catalytic converter.... the only “British
car parts company” I can ﬁnd is Moss
that sells a formal converter for my car
(‘76). This part is @ $300.00. This looks
like not just the converter but two sections of pipe, one straight and one curved
(output). Do you folks know if this is
the only way to go to do it right? There
are several companies online that sell
converters for the Spitﬁre, but they do
not have the outer sections of piping ....
these are under $ 100.00 ... is it that easy
and cheap just to have an exhaust shop
graft a converter into the system. Sounds
to good to be true... I currently have
Monza exaust ( which I plan to keep ) so
no matter which type is used, It will have
to ﬁt between the output of the exhaust
and the downtube. Any experience with
this or advice?
2. I am going to have to ﬁnd an original
exhaust manifold to use with an EGR and
smog pump ... is this a California only
manifold? Would it have two holes in it
to put the EGR in and input for the smog
pump feed?
When someone has time, Please .....
Tim Brown
Oakland, California
Tim,
Sorry but we brainstormed and realize we
know just enough to be dangerous. Since these
things are expensive and we not want to steer
you wrong. Our brains are in Tennessee and
Indiana, states who grandfather the emissions
for our cars.
Best bet would be to talk to Nigel at Spitbits.
1-800-201-0494 / 916-645-3726 or E mail:
spitbits@spitbits.com

http://www.spitbits.com/1500/
1500exaustbits.htm He is based in
California, has the factory Cat available
(just under $300), will probably be able to
supply you some used emissions parts,
and be able to give you some tips for
getting through Cal emissions (tuning the
carbs to lean).
Be sure to tell him you heard about
them from Spitﬁre & GT6 Magazine.
John~

TURN SIGNALS

Hi,
I don’t know if you have a question/answer section on your website,
but I thought I would e-mail you the
question anyways. I have a 1980
Spitﬁre and the turn signals do not
work. The horn, high beams work
as well as the hazard lights all work.
What would cause this problem and
how would I ﬁx it.
Thanks for your help.
David Buttimor
via the Internet
P.S. The web site has been very useful as I don’t have a shop manual yet
(my next purchase)
David,
My terrible memory says there was
only one relay for post 77 cars that runs
both hazards and blinkers. Sounds like
wiring between relay and steering column since hazards work. I would clean
all connections on the back of relay,
back of fuse box and connectors going
up into steering column. Look for a light
green wire with brown stripe.
Another common corrosion area for
all later cars is the back of the hazard
switch. The power goes through there
for blinkers (and tach) too. Light green/
brown is the best bet but also clean
green/red and green/white. This area
is always a good place to clean if you
have time.
Ahh, I just remembered a trick that
worked for a Spit we used to own... pull
the hazard switch on and off and on
and off and on and off quickly. The contacts inside get dirty and pulling on and
off cleans the connections. Might also
try some spray-on contact cleaner.
Let us know if it helped.
John~
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Fun
Photos
photo by G. Nettler

We must be following the right path!

photo by H. Baugues

photo by H. Baugues

photo by D. Hansen

▲“Gee, if only we had that much POWER!”

►
“See,
if you
leave
parts
set long
enough
in the
sun,
they
will
sprout
and
start
growing
another
Spitfire...”

photo by H. Baugues

LITTLE BITS OF SPITS

Life Imitates Art...

....or art imitates life

Douglas Hansen of South Carolina sent this Spit Spotter to us.
One of his family members received their July 2006 issue of
the monthly magazine, Today's Dietitian, and Douglas spotted the cover art. This Spitﬁre appears to be a 75-78 1500
from the shape of the overriders. A request for information
to the editor of Today's Dietitian www.todaysdietitian.com
and we learned the photograph came from an Internet
stock photo company. The editor & magazine have no
information on the car. Photo credits go to Lise Gagne.
Reprinted with the permission of Today’s Dietitian ©. Great Valley Publishing, Co.

Triumphs in Advertising
HO Mfg & HO Sports
offers a line of
waterskis named
Triumph.

SMART TECHNOLOGY
POWER TOOTHBRUSH

This high performance
ski series was designed
with increased surface
area to provide optimum
skiing performance at
speeds up to 32 mph.
Look for competitors ripping up the lake on the
Triumph series of skis in
the wide-ride division of
the INT Nationals.

Jon Johnson sent in
this Macy's ad, that
features a Triumph TR-3

NEW ORAL-B®
TRIUMPH™

Proctor & Gamble/
ORAL-B® released their
top-of-the-line toothbrush
featuring innovative
technologies for a whole
new level of clean.

You can ﬁnd the skis online at:
www.hosports.com/gear/
product?id=9069
HO MFG
17622 NE 67th Court
Redmond, WA 98052 USA
800-938-4040

Innovative technologies
and they call it

TRIUMPH!

© 2005 Proctor & Gamble

Got something Weird, Wacky or Wonderful?
Send it to info@triumphspitfire.com or P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930

This shot was sent in by Dennis Fitzpatrick from
Massachusetts. A day on the beach for his daughter &
friend.

...
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Send your caption suggestions
to info@triumphspitfire.com
or
P.O. Box 30806,
Knoxville, TN 37930-0806

Last issue and on TriumphSpitfire.com, we asked readers to send us
suggestions for a caption for the photo to the left. Listed below are some of
the captions, we had to trim the list down due to space availability.

he
captiotn
s

Spits a’hoy
Sandpitfire
Triumph Sandfire (beach car)
This is one beach’in Spitfire!
Spit’n sand
The Spitfire and the Beach, both cool!
A womens castle is her car
What a sand storm that was!
You can’t hide true beauty!
Needs a good detailing; was running when parked
I assure you sir, the paint is great underneath the dust!
John! I told you not to use so much Bondo!
I said hand wax! Not sand wax!
I don’t care if we are late I’m washing this car before the next show and shine!!
Not going to be much left after you wash it
A mud pack is good for your face, why not your car.
No!! You should sand blast BEFORE you paint!!!
I said “lightly” sand the car before painting!!
OK, it’s sandblasted now, what’s next ?
Spit sandblasting gone WILD!
Some cars are worth bringing back to life
What color code did you say this was?
A little rubbing compound and that will come right out
Odd color rust....
Well, the ad did say “No body rust!”.
On second thought, I should have paid for the rust-proofing
OK! So I should have tried to stop the rust earlier!
Spit for sale, body rough
I’ve heard of Sand Blasting for Rust, but I think they’ve gone a bit far this time!!!
Hey Dad! Look what washed up!
Daddy wouldn’t let me borrow his, so I made my own!
It gets about as many miles on it a year as dads
Hey, lets put some gas in the sand tank
It was no surprise to a young Danica Patrick when the engine started on the first try.
Go get the ether.... We’ll get `er started!
I think I have a bit of sand in the fuel.
Rare’n to run again
I think there may be sand in the carb!
It’s really time to get a new car, this one has been driven into the ground!
I think you put down enough oil dry!
Yuck, stuck in the muck
Motion by the Ocean!
What are we gunna do if it rains?
For Sale, buckets of extra parts, call Sandy
Like sands through the hour glass these are days of our lives.
Yea, thats right, we’re bad, we’re real bad!
I told you be careful what you wish for!
Well, here’s another nice mess you’ve gotten me into!
Easy parking, just add water...
What do I think of global warming? Just a theory. Why do you ask?

LITTLE BITS OF SPITS
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And FINALLY...

Giovanni Michelotti takes his daughters to the beach
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READER’S RIDES
1974 Triumph Spitﬁre 1500 freshly painted White Diamond Pearl
Owned by Gary Unthank; Clifton, Virginia

◄▲▼
‘78 Spitﬁre 1500
French Blue (Meanie)
John Holbrook;
North Carolina

▲‘64 vintage race Spit, and ‘70 GT6.

The GT6, with only 29k after spending years in police
impound after being a bank robbery get away car.

Owned by John Preston

‘77 Spitﬁre
Owned by
Garth Hoegi;
Petawawa,
◄ Ontario,
▼ Canada

To have your car featured in the next issue and on the
TriumphSpitfire.com website, e-mail us at
info@triumphspitfire.com
or mail to:
P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930
10
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BEFORE

READER’S RIDES

AFTER

▲‘77 Spitﬁre 1500 Tahiti Blue owned by
Rob Wallace; Toronto, Ontario, Canada

▲'78 Spitﬁre 1500 owned & repainted
by Alan Hughes; Ballground, Georgia
▲‘75 Spitﬁre 1500 owned by
Zac Koopman; Ringgold, Virginia

▲‘68 Spitﬁre Mk3 owned by
James Catalan; Oakland, Kentucky

‘80 Spitﬁre 1500 ▲
owned by ►
Mark Riesch;
Timminsville,
South Carolina

▲‘80 Spitﬁre 1500 Vermillion Red owned by
Mark Jones; Corunna, Ontario, Canada
Spitfire & GT 6 Maga zi n e • w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m
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SPECIAL REPORT

48 State Capitals / 15,000 mile
Spitfire Journey - Part 1
by Dan Herrman, Wisconsin

•

Photo #1

Madison, Wisconsin

Editor’s Note: In issue #22 of Spitfire & GT6 magazine, we shared with you Dan’s 6900 mile Spitfire Jour-

ney, and told you of his upcoming 15,000 mile adventure. What follows is the first part of Dan’s incredible trip
through all 48 continental United States. Dan kept several journals of his trip, both in daily travels & observations, as well as a separate “State of the Spit” log. While many readers are afraid to travel more than 100 miles
away from home in their Spit or GT6 for fear of break down, Dan sees that risk as acceptable, and with some
good preparation and planning, set out on the journey of a lifetime, ALONE! On Dan’s second day of travels I
had the good fortune to meet up with him for lunch in eastern Illinois. At that time I surprised Dan with
a temporary co-pilot, a stuffed pink gorilla, sitting about 3 feet tall. Dan called him “Spitty”, and I thought
Spitty would help Dan break the boredom of traveling alone, and be a conversation starter throughout his trip.
Having second thoughts about giving up his passenger seat to a pink gorilla, Dan left Spitty behind with me.
But as fate would have it, Spitty caught up with Dan down the road... In the writings that follow, join Dan as
he begins his adventure leaving home near Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in early August 2006, bound for the capitals
of 48 states, traveling in his 1980 Triumph Spitfire. Will his Spitfire be a reliable source of transportation even
though it is 26 years old? Only time will tell...

Howard

The first part of my plan is to visit every state capital in the lower 48 in my Spitfire.

The second part of my plan is to return home in the very same 1980 Triumph Spitfire
in which I had departed. The roads I choose to travel will be based on opportunity
and curiosity - tempered with a practical interpretation of Murphy’s Law. So now, you
know where I am going and might be confused as to “how” and “if ” I’m going to get
there. But, that’s the perfection of the plan. As newbie road riders quickly learn, it is
the “hows” and “ifs” that will turn this little British car road trip into a grand adventure in life.
12

Dan Herrman
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SPECIAL REPORT
Log entry date
Trip odometer
Odometer

Photo #2

Dan, Spitty, & Howard

Photo #3

Photo #4

Springﬁeld, Illinois

Rain as Dan leaves Illinois

Photo #5

Spitty on the bonnet

August 7, 2006
0
11159

Tuesday, August 8, 2006
With the temperatures in the high sixties, and
the morning sun on my back, I left Milwaukee, headed toward Madison, WI - the ﬁrst
Capital City on my list. If all State Capitals are
as beautiful as the one in my home state, I will
be pleasantly surprised. Photo#1.
The ﬁrst day of a long trip is when daily
routines form. So today especially, I tried
to do everything right. Right for myself
and right for my Spitﬁre. For the Spitﬁre, I
checked the ﬂuids, tire pressure and started to
remove a spark plug. I had wanted to conﬁrm
that the plugs were no longer fouling. But, I
was stopped short by rain. For myself, I tried
to eat healthy and walked to lunch rather than
ﬁre up the Spit. But, on the walk back from
lunch, I found my path blocked by a candy
store. I’m not telling what happened next.
I wish to thank all those who have oﬀered
assistance and/or well wishes. I’ve been oﬀered
meals, beers, garage space, expert advice, and
trailers large enough to haul a Spitﬁre. On the
trips ﬁrst day, I already have the feeling that
I’m not alone.
Log entry date
August 8, 2006
Trip odometer
310
Odometer
11469
Miles/Gallon
29.37
Known start of trip imperfections;
A low speed clicking U-Joint and the left bonnet
latch tends to unlatched itself when the road
gets rough. Both of these are repeats. They occurred on the 6900 mile trip also. They are not
serious problems, as of now!
Wednesday, August 9, 2006
Today I learned a thing or two about weather
reporting. But, ﬁrst allow me to fast-backwards to this morning. At 6AM, Lincoln, IL
was besieged with rain. And I didn’t need the
weather channel to tell me that. Out my hotel
room window, on I-55, the trucks were throwing rooster tails. So I turned on cable weather
to ﬁnd which route option would be best. I
learned that, all of my route options were bad.
The rain at Lincoln would last for two days, then
a one day respite, then more rain. There were
dangerous tornadoes to the West. To the South,
where it was not raining, I would experience
dangerous heat. But of course, to get to the
dangerous heat, I’d have to drive through the
dangerous thunderstorms. However, on the East
coast, which is where I wanted to get, it was just
wonderful. But, it would only last one day, after
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which, the very same dangerous rain, that was
presently falling on my Spitﬁre in Lincoln, IL,
would be falling on me still, if I went East. But
the announcer still wasn’t done. She apparently
felt the need to remind me that even though I
might be safe, if any of my loved ones were in
the dangerous areas or my loved ones had loved
ones who were in the dangerous areas, that I
should still be plenty worried. On the plus side,
she did shore up my conﬁdence that the dangerous wave presently rolling through the Gulf of
Mexico wasn’t going to make it to Lincoln IL.
At that point, with ﬁngers trembling, I pecked
out an E-mail to Howard Baugues, reining editor of Spitﬁre & GT6 Magazine. I informed
Howard that I probably would not make our
lunch date, which was to the east - about a 150
miles of dangerous rain away - in Paris, IL. Well
guess what? The “rooster tails” where gone by
7:30AM. I was heading toward Capital City
Number 2, Springﬁeld, IL, Photo#2, by 8AM.
And I was only 15 minutes late on meeting
Howard for lunch Photo#3. I ended up in Plainﬁeld IN, only 16 miles short of this day’s original
goal. It had rained a little as I left Lincoln and a
little more during lunch, Photo#4, but the roads
were cool and dry. In spite of the sour predictions, It had been a second good day on-the-road.
Howard is a guy who enjoys his Spitﬁre to the
fullest. While we were at lunch, it started to rain.
I had already lifted the soft top on my Spitﬁre
but, Howard had purposely left his down. And it
stayed down until we were done with our lunch.
Even when one the other customers was thoughtful and let Howard know that it had started to
rain. Howard just said “ I have a towel to wipe
oﬀ the vinyl seats and holes in the ﬂoor so the
water can drain. And a tight dash so water doesn’t
get at the wiring." I admire Howard because,
he does what he enjoys but, especially because,
he pays no mind to the weather man. Howard
give me a complete list of all members of the
MASH (Mobile Army of Spitﬁre Helpers) from
the NASS (North American Spitﬁre Squadron)
group. He entertained me with stories of their
rescues. He even provided me with a driving
buddy, “Spitty” to ﬁll my empty passenger seat.
Although, I didn’t accept Spitty because, Spitty
insisted on riding on the bonnet Photo#5, Now
I think I should have taken him along anyway.
It would have added some piazzas to the Age 6
section (a section of the website designed for my
6 yr. old grandson, James). I’m sure that I’ll meet
up with Howard again some day. And when I do,
I’ll be hoping that we get a chance to take both
of our Spitﬁre’s out on a top down drive. And
so we can do it Howard’s way - I sure hope it’s
raining.
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Log entry date
August 9, 2006
Trip odometer
556
Odometer
11715
Miles/Gallon
28.83
Additional imperfections;
Engine shows a slight tendency to keep running
when ignition is shut oﬀ. Engine idles a few 100
rpm faster today. I think the exhaust is rattling
again. On the plus side, I looked at the number 2
plug and it shows no sign of fouling.

Thursday, August 10, 2006
This morning, the Doppler radar on the
weather channel, (which I still ﬁnd useful
if the volume is turned oﬀ), showed thunderstorms to the West moving to the East.
Since, I was heading East, they stayed to the
Spitﬁre’s rear all the way to Gallipolis, OH,
where I’m spending the night. My ﬁrst stop
was at Indianapolis, IN. where I took this
picture of the capital building Photo#6.
While I was oﬀ looking for a good camera
angle, I noticed three guys admiring the Spit.
But, by the time that I made the short walk
back to the car, all but one had disappeared. I
felt pretty good about the Spit today because
the gentleman that remained commented that
I must be proud of my work. I told him that
the work that I had done was all out of sight,
under the bonnet and the car is still sporting
it’s original coat of paint - except for between
the pin striping on the bonnet. Next, I
headed for Columbus, OH. The Ohio State
House is diﬀerent in that is doesn’t have the
typical dome Photo#7. Since, I didn’t want
to photograph the wrong building, I ask a
passer-by if the building in front of me was in
fact the Capital Building. I was rather curtly
informed that “No! It is not the capital building. It is the “State House”.
As I had expected, the areas around the
State Capitals/Houses are park like. What I
didn’t expect was that, so far at least, it has
been relatively easy to ﬁnd a place to park and
there generally aren’t that many people teaming about.
Log entry date
August 10, 2006
Trip odometer
866
Odometer
12025
Miles/Gallon
32.02 (Short ﬁll?)
I set the idle down a notch. Tendency to run-on
was much less today. Re-torqued wheel lug nuts.
Bonnet latches need adjusting.

Friday, August 11, 2006
I had a wonderful day on the road. With
scenic views around every bend and few
trucks walls to block the view, the “I” ways
between the Capital City of Charleston, WV
Photo#8 and Hagerstown, MD were made
14

for a Spitﬁre. The roads are smooth and cool
with noticeable up-grades, on which, the Spitﬁre would beg for relief. And I would oblige,
by switching oﬀ the overdrive. At an especially scenic spot overlooking the Youghiogheny River Lake, I met nature photographer
“Mark Hussein” from Seattle WA. He is the
original owner of a MGB that he purchased
approximately 30 years ago. I traded my web
site for his business card and he suggested, I
look him up when I get to Seattle. Things
like that just don’t happen, when I’m driving
my Blazer. And now, for the third time in
my life, I’m at Gettysburg, PA. The Spitﬁre is
parked behind the house that at one time was
Robert E Lee’s headquarters Photo#9. The old
battle sites, which once raged with cannon
ﬁre, are now exceptionally peaceful places.
When I remember what happened here, not
that long ago, I feel hushed. And most other
visitors, to this beautiful place, are obviously
aﬀected in the same way.
I will linger here tomorrow...
Log entry date
August 11, 2006
Trip odometer
1263
Odometer
12422
Miles/Gallon
27.81
I have been noticing the odor of hot oil shortly
after disengaging the overdrive when climbing
grades. I suspect it is coming from the transmission which has a tendency to drip oil on the
exhaust pipe. I don’t think it is serious but, I
will have to do a visual check and a transmission fluid level check, the next time I put the
car on a lift.

Saturday, August 12, 2006
Exiting Gettysburg, PA, I followed the Lincoln Highway to just across the Susquehanna
River. There I headed NW along the east
side of river toward Harrisburg, PA, where
I am now. The most exciting stop was at
the 3 Mile Island Nuclear Power Plant. Not
because looking at 2 extinct cooling towers
and 2 others still being used is exciting. And
not because the neighborhood looks any different then any of the other neighborhoods
along the river. It was exciting because, at the
3 Mile Island Power Plant overlook, I met 2
young gentlemen from Denmark Photo#10.
They are on a grand vacation touring the eastern part of our country and are coming as far
west as Chicago. We exchanged pictures and
I referred them to my web site. They seem to
like it here and have found Americans to be
helpful. They said it is easy to be a foreigner
in America because, Americans welcome
foreigners. They said as long as we keep the
country open to people of all nationalities,

Photo #6

Photo #7

Photo #8

Indianapolis, Indiana

Columbus, Ohio

Charleston, West Virginia

Photo #9

Robert E. Lee's HQ
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we won’t have a thing to worry about. I
could not agree more! Pictures taken and
handshakes over, we went our separate
ways. My next stop - perhaps 15 miles
from the “Island”, was the Capital Building at Harrisburg, PA Photo#11. Another
beautiful place.

Photo #10

Photo #11

Photo #12

Photo #13

Photo #14

Lads from Denmark

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

Hartford, Connecticut

Providence, Rhode Island

Boston, Massachusetts

Log entry date
August 12, 2006
Trip odometer
1341
Odometer
12500
Miles/Gallon
31.46
Re-torqued wheel lug nuts (Not much required).
Brought oil up to top mark, Tire pressure all
ok.

Sunday, August 13, 2006
Inside my Spitﬁre’s front bumper, my on
board ambient temperature sensor was measuring 58 degrees, when I started up the
“Spit” this lovely morning at Harrisburg,
PA. It was reading 79 degrees when I hit
Hartford, CT, where I’m am now. Between
the ends, in full sunshine, were 330 miles
of winding roads that rose and fell with
the rhythm of the green landscape. It was
a top down day - for sure! But, I resisted.
My eyes are sensitive to drying. They have
taken me out of commission once before.
And it had occurred after a long distance
top down ride. I can’t aﬀord to have it
happen while I’m on this trip. But, when I
drove through the Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area, I gave in. The top
went down! All my attempts to capture the
feeling of the ride with my camera failed.
From the recreation area, I drove past the
West Point Military Academy - a very lovely
area, then crossed the Hudson River and
headed for Capital City Number 7 - Hartford, CT. There was much confusion when
I exited the “I way” for the Capital. I had
to quickly choose one of two directions.
One direction was labeled “Capital Avenue”
and the other was labeled “Asylum Avenue”.
I followed my guts and chose “Asylum
Avenue”. And although, I thought it made
perfect sense, it did lead me astray. As it
turns out, Capital Ave bounds the near end
the Capital grounds and Asylum Avenue
bounds the far end. My GPS thought I had
already been at the Hartford Capital, so it
directed me out of town. The point of this
is... I am not really sure if the building in
the picture is the Hartford Capital or the
Hartford Asylum Photo#12.
Log entry date
Trip odometer
Odometer
Miles/Gallon

August 13, 2006
1671
12830
31.18
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Monday, August 14, 2006
As long this great weather holds, I intend
to roll the Spit’s tires over as many of the
New England roadways as I can. Today, I
visited Providence, RI Photo#13, Boston,
MA Photo#14 - which was by far the most
congested capital city I’ve visited to date, and
Concord, NH Photo#15. - which was very
nice. I am presently in Portland and hope to
do ME and VT tomorrow.
My hike to Friendly’s for dinner was met
with overcast skies.
Log entry date
August 14, 2006
Trip odometer
2006
Odometer
13165
Miles/Gallon
30.63
Nothing wrong that I haven’t mentioned already.

Tuesday, August 15, 2006
I’m spending my second night in Portland,
ME. It is by design. Yesterday’s overcast skies
had turned to rain by this morning. And
because, the Super 8, where I’m staying has
done the best job, so far, of giving me what
I want for a reasonable price, and because a
quality restaurant is a short hike away, this
seemed like the right time to take a day oﬀ.
But, there is an ulterior motive as well. I
wanted to taste the water. Living as I do in
close proximity to Lake Michigan, I’m used to
looking out over our beautiful lake and seeing
nothing but water. So if the locals claim, the
water in front of me is an ocean, I remain a
non-believer, until I do the taste test. This
morning, I tasted the waters at Fort Williams
State Park. Yes, I was deﬁnitely at an ocean.
So, now I trust the local claim that it was the
“Atlantic”.
Log entry date
August 15, 2006
I stayed put today. No trip progress to report.
I set the idle down again.

Wednesday, August 16, 2006
The roads between Augusta, ME, and
Montpelier, VT, require you to drive your
car. And I don’t mean, just steering it. You
will ﬁnd yourself steering, changing speed by
braking or accelerating, shifting up or shifting down, all at once and all the time, The
little towns can be maze. I really don’t know
how they can put so many corners on so few
streets. On the straight-a-ways between the
towns, are a multitude of moose crossings.
Where the speed limit drops to 40 miles per
hour and a moose gets a chance to look both
ways. And the signs imply, that the speed
limit wasn’t lowered to save the moose. A bull
moose and the Spitﬁre are equals in weight.
So, it didn’t take me very long to learn from
15
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the locals and to obey every speed limit sign.
But, what a beautiful drive it was!
I bagged two Capitals today, Augusta, ME
Photo#16, and Montpelier, VT, Photo#17.

Log entry date
August 16, 2006
Trip odometer
2294
Odometer
13453
Miles/Gallon
29.14
Re-torqued wheel lug nuts (Not much required).
Check Steering alignment nuts (Still Tight) Water
OK, Oil level 3/8th up from bottom mark, not
parked on the level. Tire pressure FR 23, FL 24,
RR 26.5, RL 27
Right bonnet latch tied closed. Left latch OK.

Thursday, August 17, 2006
The Spitﬁre was coated with fog, this ﬁne
morning in Montpelier, VT. A man asked
me. “How long will it take for this fog to
burn oﬀ? Don’t know! I’m not from around
here. Hope it doesn’t take too long.” I
answered. Neither of us knew at that time,
that the fog was already burned oﬀ, and the
sky was a clear as a crystal, just 200 ft. above
our heads. The ﬁrst ﬁfty miles were in fog
or looking down at fog ﬁlled valleys, I was
saddened that no rest areas were situated at
a good spot for picture taking. The drive was
as beautiful as the day before. And at times,
I found myself wishing that I’d never get to
Albany, NY.
From the Capital at Albany Photo#18, I
drove South to Newburgh, NY, where I had
passed through, four days before. Now I wish
that this lovely New England weather would
follow me, as I point the Spitﬁre Southwest.
Log entry date
August 17, 2006
Trip odometer
2558
Odometer
13717
Miles/Gallon
31.78
Added oil - consumption about 1/2 qt/1000.
Need a more accurate way to measure oil consumption. Removed number 4 plug, no signs of
fouling.

Friday, August 18, 2006,
Can this be New Jersey? I had always
imagined that the surface of New Jersey was
composed of concrete from one end of the
state to the other. The only green I expected
to be seen, would be of the decorative variety
planted in ﬂower pots. Well, I was wrong.
Today, I drove past manicured farms, where
some of the ﬁelds grow hay and corn and
others contained horses and cows, And all the
while I was in New Jersey. I stopped at the
Delaware River, at the place where George
Washington crossed, prior to his victorious
surprise attack on the British at Trenton.
Photo#19. When you look at the picture, re16

member that George had to sneak his already
thoroughly frozen troops across at night, and
in the winter. From GW’s crossing, I drove 5
miles downstream to Capital City number 14,
Trenton, NJ Photo#20. Then went Southwest on the New Jersey Turnpike, which incidentally, has lots of greenery on it’s edges also.
I am presently spending the night in Capital
City number 15, Dover, DE Photo#21.
Log entry date
Trip odometer
Odometer
Miles/Gallon

August 18, 2006
2808
13967
31.7

Saturday, August 19, 2006
I exited Dover, DE in a light fog which
appeared and reappeared intermittently as I
pointed the Spitﬁre Southwest. I was grateful
for the fog. It subdued the morning sun just
the right amount, making it easy to read my
GPS. It also kept the temperatures in the low
seventies until I reached Capital City Number
16, Annapolis, MD. I took the usual picture
of the State House Photo#22 and could not
resist looking around. I could of explored this
gorgeous town all day but, I wanted to make
a stop at the US Capital and I had made
arrangements for my ﬁrst oil change - to be
done at the home of a volunteering NASS
member.
As I turned the ignition key, my hopes of
having a 3 capital and one oil change day
were high. But, my Spitﬁre shuttered, sputtered and stalled several times. It acted like it
did not want to leave Annapolis. A combination of choke, revving, and hand brake use,
got me out of town but, none to gracefully.
Once on the “I” way, I could remove all
choke and the car behaved normally. That was
encouraging but, did I really want to drive the
DC maze with a car that didn’t want to idle?
I thought not! George Washington’s name
sake city would be scratched. I was heading
directly for George Parker’s city of Ruther
Glen, VA - 115 miles away. I ﬁgured I’d make
it. The car was ﬁne at interstate speeds and I’d
be on the Interstates all the way. What could
go wrong? It was a Saturday morning, a day
of light traﬃc. Ya Sure! According to my
GPS, for 43 miles of that 115 mile distance, I
averaged 23 miles per hour. My Spitﬁre was
in stop-and-go traﬃc on I-95 South of DC
for two hours. But, guess what? Every time I
needed the engine to idle, it idled PERFECTLY! Now that I’ve thought about it, I don’t
think my Spitﬁre minded leaving Annapolis
at all. It just didn’t want to go to Washington
DC, where it would have to share the road

Photo #15

Concord, New Hampshire

Photo #16

Photo #17

Augusta, Maine

Montpelier, Vermont
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Albany, New York

Photo #18

Photo #19

Photo #20

Photo #21

Photo #22

Delaware River

Trenton, New Jersey

Dover, Delaware

Annapolis, Maryland

with all those Porsches, Jags and BMWs.
Such was my ﬁrst impression of Virginia.
Traﬃc congestion to point of constipation and no accidents or road construction
to provide a reason. But, before one can
pronounce judgement on Virginia, one needs
to hear about the hospitably of two Virginians. George and Lee Parker Photo#23. I
arrived at George and Lee’s, still suﬀering
from traﬃc shock. And they took me into
their home for lunch and more important,
they invited me into their garage. It was
as though they had known me for decades,
rather than through four or ﬁve E-mails.
George showed me his ‘78 Spitﬁre, which is
set up very much like mine, with a faster cam
and SU carbs. I found it very interesting
that George’s Spitﬁre likes to idle between
1100-1300 RPM just like mine. I thought
it was caused by the combination of the
faster cam and a light weight ﬂywheel. But,
George’s Spitﬁre doesn’t have a light weight
ﬂywheel so, it must be caused by the cam
alone. George, up until a year or two ago,
was a member of a Ferrari racing pit crew
team and he used to own a Ferrari and a
Spitﬁre - at the same time. It is interesting
to me that he sold the Ferrari and kept the
Spit. We did get the oil changed, thanks to
George who contributed the quart of Castrol
20-50 that I was lacking Photo#24. But, we
didn’t get done telling each other car stories.
Photo#25 George and Lee invited me to
spend the night but, feeling refreshed from
my visit, I felt I should move the Spitﬁre a
few miles closer to Richmond, VA.

Photo credit Larry W. Stone Photography

George & Lee Parker

Photo #23

Photo #24

Dan changing the oil

Photo #25

Dan with George Parker

Photo #26

Spitty and Dan reunited

Log entry date
August 19, 2006
Trip odometer
2992
Odometer
14161
Miles/Gallon
29.00
Oil Change #1, My thanks go to George and
Lee Parker. Tranny inspection, Worst leak is
in solenoid area. Fluid level will have to be
checked at next oil change. The Spitﬁre was
hard starting and would not idle unless revved
constantly while exiting Annapolis, MD. Later
in 43 miles of stop-and-go “I” way traﬃc, it
idled just ﬁne. Shocks show signs of needing
adjustment.

Dear James,
I am witting this letter to let you know that
Spitty the Spitfired gorilla was waiting for me
at George Parker's house. As you can see
from the picture (Photo#26), so far Spitty is
“buckling up” so he can ride safely.
Grandpa Dan,
PS Spitty accepts E-mail at the same address
as Grandpa Dan ◊
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Continue the trip with Dan in Issue
#24 as he covers the Southeastern
United States and heads up through
the central US in his 1980 Spitﬁre.
12,000 miles and 32 capitals to go!
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The Rebirth of a Roadster
By Steve Breske, Wilmington, Delaware

As a relatively recent subscriber to Spitﬁre & GT6 (what took me so long?!), your
call for stories about early 1500 Spitﬁres seemed liked the perfect opportunity for
me to ﬁnally put some words down about my beloved ‘73. Here goes nothin’…

I was all of 5 years old when
Triumph Spitﬁre Commission No.

FM1991U rolled oﬀ the assembly line
at Coventry on November 21st, 1972,
earmarked for export to the United States.
Little did I know that some 20 years later
this wonderful little machine and I would
not only cross paths, but begin a journey
together that today is still unfolding.
It was in the early autumn of 1993
when my friend (and my sister’s long-time
boyfriend) Karl Aldinger found an ad for
an old Spitﬁre in the newspaper. Karl had
already cut his teeth somewhat on British
cars, having restored a ’75 MGB a year or
two earlier, and asked me if I was interested in going halfsies on the purchase
and restoration of a Spit. I had recently
been dumped by my girlfriend of a year,
so it was a perfect time to dig into a
project like this and immerse myself into
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something else for a while. It wasn’t long
before we called the seller and headed
from Wilmington, Delaware up to Germantown, PA (a section of Philadelphia)
to check it out. When we arrived at the
residence, we found that although it was
not in the best of shape, it had been kept
in a detached brick garage for a number
of years. There was a little bit of rust,
but the fact that it had been stored inside
really had kept it to a minimum – the
oft-rotted rockers and ﬂoor panels, for
example, were in very good shape. A few
days later, we hired a ﬂatbed and headed
back up to Philly to buy her. We paid the
owner $750 in cash, and the tow truck
driver began to hook our new project up
for the short journey back to Wilmington.
The tires actually had some air in them,
but I do recall the winch having to literally drag the car onto the rollback, as the
rear wheels were frozen solid. We got it

back to my place, paid $100 for the tow,
and she spent the night in my driveway. I
remember thinking how sweet the lines of
the bonnet were and how cool this thing
was going to look once we brought her
back to life. I still have the towing receipt
- the date was September 2, 1993.
The ﬁrst couple of months were spent
basically getting the car roadworthy again
and up to snuﬀ for registration. The ﬁrst
order of business was to get the brakes
and clutch in working order, which included the purchase of clutch master and
slave cylinder rebuild kits, a front caliper
rebuild kit, new rear brake shoes and
cylinders, and a new Borg & Beck clutch.
The engine ran ﬁne after a bit of freshening up of the ignition bits and a rebuild
of the stock Zenith-Stromberg carb, but
about a month later, we abandoned the
Z-S and picked up a nice used pair of SU
HS4s, with matching inlet manifold. The
carbs were of the “Waxstat” variety ﬁtted
to Euro-spec 1500’s around 1976 – model
FZX1258.) Those ﬁrst few drives, while
a bit noisy due to a worn suspension and
some loose body parts, were exhilarating.
I had never been so low to the ground or
felt so connected to the road!
Soon thereafter we bought a used
soft-top that was in decent shape (the car
actually came with a primered ﬁberglass
hardtop, which I still have), a new temperature sending unit, and a used Smiths
oil pressure gauge. To this day I am not
sure what model car the gauge came from,
but its design matched the stock temp
and fuel gauges perfectly. Then came new
tie-rod ends, and a nice set of used TR7
rims. According to my old receipts, in
November of that year we added a Lucas
Sports coil, and in December we purchased a new 4-1 Longﬂow header along
with a Monza Free-Flow (translation:
LOUD) exhaust.
At some point in early ‘94 we decided
to get serious about the restoration, and
began the strip-down for a full frame-on
rebuild. The game plan was ultimately
to have the restoration complete in time
for the Roadster Factory’s Summer Party
1994 out in western Pennsylvania, which
was in mid-August. Karl and my sister
would be taking his MGB, his sister and
then brother-in law would be in a TR-6,
and hopefully a freshly restored Spitﬁre
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and I would complete the convoy. Much
of the spring of ’94 was spent disassembling the car, and cleaning/cataloguing
parts, while the dog days of summer
were ﬁlled with lots of sandblasting and
grueling bodywork. In the meantime,
in anticipation of auto-crossing our ﬁnal
product, we bought a used oil cooler,
some used Carrera competition front
adjustable shocks and springs, and a used
rear sway bar, although the latter item was
never ﬁtted to the car.
We also decided to do an engine rebuild
(which Karl mostly handled), and it was
at this time that we realized we were
not looking at the original 1.5 L powerplant (some years later I purchased the
BMIHT certiﬁcate for this Spit, which
indicated an original engine number of
FM2108UE.) The replacement engine’s
number, FK3479HE, revealed that it was
in fact a high-compression (9:1) 1296cc
engine from a 1971 USA Mark IV. It
turns out that this engine produced essentially the same stock horsepower as the
US 1500 engine, although it did fall short
of the larger displacement engine in the
torque department, as one would expect.
We had the head shaved slightly, and
the head and crank were magnaﬂuxed,
but as I recall no oversized pistons were
installed, and we decided against putting
in a sport or race cam, at least for the
time being. One of Karl’s favorite stories
about the engine rebuild is that he honed
the cylinder bores with a hand drill, not
knowing that one was supposed to use

honing oil, and when the machinist saw
it he exclaimed, “*!%$, who honed this
thing? It looks like a &%$ rat chewed it
out!” As we shall see later, Karl was exonerated when some compression readings
were taken.
Beyond the engine, there was more
evidence that this car had borrowed some
pieces from a ’71 or ’72 Spit. The rear
bumper, for example, sported a large
lighted “TRIUMPH” plinth that illuminated the license plate – clearly from a
Mark IV. Interestingly, the correct license
plate lights for the ‘73 model Spit (small
chromed lights on either side of the plate)
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were not present. This raised some suspicion that parts of the rear body itself had
been transplanted from a Mark IV, probably due to a nasty rear-ending at some
point in its past life (I have since installed
the correct license lights, and replaced the
Mark IV plinth with the correct smaller
unlighted “TRIUMPH” wedge ﬁtted
to the ‘73 and ‘74 USA Spits.) Further
proof that this was a bit of a Frankenspit
was the inclusion of several “Mark IV”
badges that came with the car as loose
extras (in addition to the correct “1500”
badges). Only recently, while making the
seatbelt warning system functional again,
did I discover that the gearbox was also
likely from the same donor car, as it did
not have the seat belt gearbox switch that
ﬁrst appeared on the ‘73 USA models.
Once the body work was ﬁnally
ﬁnished, we decided to paint the car
ourselves, and narrowed it down to either
yellow or red (the original color was
Emerald Green - 65). Karl had some old
Guards Red paint left over from the 80’s,
when he had hoped to paint his VW Rabbit with this famous Porsche color, and
that’s what we ended up using. We set up
a spray booth in his folks’ garage, donned
our respirators, and went to it. For a
couple of amateurs, it actually came out
reasonably well, with some orange peel
here and there, but overall pretty decent.
We did have red hair for a couple days
thereafter, however!
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Trouble on the Maiden Journey

The clock was ticking down at this
point, and so began a mad scramble to
put her back together in time for the
Summer Party. We worked like dogs for
a week, and pulled two near all-nighters
at the end to just get it done. Two days
before we were to leave, we reinstalled
the original radiator (which ironically
had been sent off earlier to be flushed
and sured up), only to discover it was
now leaking. We frantically ordered a
rush replacement from Vicky Brit, and
were more than relieved when the UPS
guy pulled up the next day.
Even the morning of our departure was
a flurry of activity; I remember clearly
bolting the seats in, among other lastminute items. As I recall, a newly purchased carpet kit did not make it in and
would have to wait until some time later
to be installed. She was also missing
her chromed windscreen trim and rear
fender metal trim pieces, the TR7 wheels
had not yet been blasted and painted,
and the new body paint was barely dry,
but our primary interest was auto-crossing, not the Concours d’Elegance.
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We shoved oﬀ fairly early on August
12th, 1994, caravanning with the two
other British cars and a “rescue” van driven
by Karl’s parents. Ironically, it was my
future wife who was driving the Spit up a
hill on the Pennsylvania Turnpike when
the car began losing power and ultimately
overheated (sadly this scarred her for life
- I think she’s driven it one time since!).
We quickly pulled over, as she kept saying
“What did I do?!” We had the Spit towed
to a gas station at the next exit (the Butler
Exit as I recall), and took further survey of
the situation. It became pretty clear that
we had blown a head gasket, but fortunately and wisely, we had packed a spare
gasket along with a torque wrench and
various other tools and ﬂuids in the rescue
van. Karl and I replaced it right there in
the parking lot behind the station in about
two hours. Turns out there was some
confusion during the engine rebuild about
the proper head gasket - to be recessed or
not to be recessed, and apparently we lost
the coin ﬂip on that one. The spare was
fortunately the other type (kudos to Karl’s
dad, who thought something seemed amiss
when he saw the ﬁrst gasket installed and
suggested we order the other type just
in case). It has held just ﬁne ever since,
knock on wood!
We torqued everything down as prescribed in the manuals, topped up the
radiator, and resumed our journey to
Armagh, PA. It was soon evident, however, that the engine did not have full
power, and we basically limped onto the
grounds of the Summer Party, several

hours behind the other folks in our party,
whom we had sent ahead. Not only had
we missed the drive-in movie that night for
all the British cars, but things were looking
pretty gloomy in terms of the health of the
engine and any prospects of the Spit doing
well at the autocross and other events, let
alone getting home.
The next morning, free clinics were put
on by several British car gurus (I believe
from TRF), and we certainly needed
some help. We pulled her into the garage
and explained our story. A very nice guy
named Russ Moore ﬁddled with the carbs
just a bit, and then did some compression tests. I still have the readings written
down on the back cover of an old Haynes
manual:
Compression Readings, 8/13/94
Cylinder 1 – 185 psig
Cylinder 2 – 180 psig
Cylinder 3 – 180 psig
Cylinder 4 – 40 psig
Russ then quickly checked the valve clearances, and sure enough one of them was
rather oﬀ. A quick relashing, and voilà!,
cylinder 4 read 180 psig! What looked
like a doomed weekend suddenly became
one full of promise. I remember driving
the Spit around after the session on the
local roads, just ecstatic about its refound
power. Both Karl and I took turns autocrossing the Spit that afternoon, and as I
recall he placed second in our class, with
me right behind him. It was great moment, considering how poor our fortunes
looked a day earlier. It rained on the ﬁnal
day and a good part of the way home, but
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that trip is something I’ll never forget.
As Karl still had his MGB, at some
point not long after the Summer Party
he offered to let me buy him out of his
half, to which I readily agreed. Eventually he purchased another Spit (a yellow
’80 model) for himself, and a couple years
later, he pulled up stakes, sold his MGB,
and moved out to California, bringing
along with him his Spit, and I believe a
motorcycle to boot. To this day Karl is
still very much a classic car enthusiast (see
p. 26 of British Motoring’s Summer 2006
issue, left side in the ’56 MGA 1500 with
his wife!), and currently owns a ’72 BMW
2002 along with the Spit and the MGA.
I’ll always be grateful to him for showing
me how to jump into work on the Spit
(or any other car for that matter) without
trepidation, and do the job right.
Just recently I stopped by his folks’
house in the Spit, and they were enthralled to see her again after so many
years, still in good shape. We reminisced
about the famous TRF Summer Party trip
of ’94, and I showed them a number of
improvements that I had made over the
years since. Their garage floor still has a
nice smattering of Guards Red paint!

Other Miscellaneous
Misadventures and Mishaps
While my Spit has served me well over
my 13 years of ownership, there have
been a few instances (in addition to the
famous head gasket drama) where things
have gone, shall we say, awry. Let’s see,
in the early days, one of my oil cooler
hoses failed, fortunately just as I was
pulling into work one morning. I left
a lovely trail of oil right to my parking
spot, and some of the mechanics at the
plant helped me with some new fittings
to get her roadworthy again. And how
could I forget the time the oil pressure
line popped off the back of the gauge? I
was driving happily along, when I felt a
warm, wet sensation in my lap area (don’t
go there). It took me a second to look
down and realize that hot engine oil from
the tubing had been soaking me. Then
there was the time that the safety clamp
on the steering column chafed a bundle of
wires under the dash and started a bit of
a smoking incident (it involved part of a
non-fused circuit). Fortunately, my trusty

fire extinguisher, which I’ve always carried
along, did not need to be employed, but
it wasn’t particularly fun spending hours
pulling the wires out and separating/repairing a bunch that had melted together.
I also had a bit of a scare when my
brake master cylinder failed one day on
the way home from my in-laws. The
tandem braking system does little to help
when the MC itself goes! I was glad to
make it home alive, but I can tell you for
free that she sat in the garage for almost a
year before I mustered up the forgiveness
and energy to tackle the repair (ah, the
joys of stripping and repainting the bulkhead). Oh yes, and not to be left out, a
couple of years ago I was driving home
from my sister and her husband’s house
on Labor Day weekend, when a sickening
clunk emanated from the rear as I started
up from a stop sign. I quickly pulled over
to the shoulder, continuing to hear awful
grinding and clunking noises. I had her
flat-bedded home that night, and the
next morning finally got a chance to see
what the deal was. The left rear half-axle
flange had shattered into three pieces,
and furthermore, the loosened flange
bolts subsequently tore up two of the oil
retainer screws pretty good. I was able
to salvage one, but the threads in one of
the diff body holes were totally stripped,
and I had to Heli-coil that one. At least
my diff hadn’t blown up (again, knock on
wood!)
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Finally, last fall I was driving home
from work when suddenly my exhaust
sounded like a Harley without a muffler
(it was already loud, but this was deafening.) I assumed that I had finally blown
a hole in the exhaust system somewhere,
and when I got home I popped the
bonnet to take a look-see. What to my
wondering eyes did appear, but a nickelsized hole in one of the header pipes, just
a few inches away from the cylinder head.
It had blown right through the heat tape
that Karl and I had wrapped the pipes
with some 12 years earlier. This ended up
being a great excuse to finally go to a 4-21 stainless header and a less noisy stainless
sports exhaust, both made by Bell. As my
auto-crossing days were all but over, I was
happy to leave the roar (and glares from
the neighbors) of the free-flow exhaust
behind, and move to the better mid-range
power of the 4-2-1 headers. It still has a
nice growly note, but is much easier on
the ears, especially at highway speeds.

Improvements, Improvements,
Improvements
Over the years I have done a fair
amount to keep her going and continue
improving the performance and aesthetics of my Spit. I finally installed the new
carpet kit a couple years after the Summer Party, got the new windscreen trim
on (that’s a fun job, NOT, even with the
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magic home-made tool), and blasted and
painted the TR7 wheels. I also installed
an electronic ignition (SO much better than points), and have replaced the
starter, the horns, and just recently a
leaking water pump. When the rear axle
ﬂange broke in 2004, I took the opportunity to renew both half-shaft U-joints
as well as the rear prop shaft U-joint.
One of the metal prop shaft straps broke
during this process, so I picked up 8 new
ones from Moss and replaced them all. I
also installed a new rear leaf spring, and
Spax rear shocks while I was at it. Unfortunately, this in turn caused the right rear
radius arm bracket welds to the body to
become a bit dodgy, resulting in a clacking sound very similar to a bad UJ (this
took a while to ﬁnally diagnose properly!)
A local British car-savvy mechanic subbed
it out to a welding shop, and all was good
again (I don’t do welding), albeit after a
hellacious wait.
Last summer, I ﬁnally sprang for a new
Robbins soft-top, and shortly thereafter a
new hood boot. Over the last year or so,
I’ve also installed a Waxstat conversion kit
(to standard jets) on my SUs, along with
AAQ needles and slightly stiﬀer dashpot springs. I also added K&N ﬁlters,
along with aluminum billet stub tacks
to help her breathe a little deeper, plus
a new heatshield. Just this past spring I
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reupholstered my seats, and put in new
door panels along with fresh inner and
outer waist seals. I also recently replaced
the steering column ﬂexible coupling,
as some excessive free play had crept in
over the years, and ﬁnally got the steering
wheel set straight (we installed it a couple
of splines oﬀ-center during the original
restoration.)
I’ve become a big fan of eBay over the
past year or so for locating good-condition used and NOS parts to upgrade various and sundry items that are not-so-great
anymore. I’ve picked up NOS taillights,
a rechromed front bumper, an NOS
tachometer and cable, and a nice pair of
original knee-pad bolsters, to name a few.

Going Forward
In recent years, I’ve become quite
interested in the history of the Spitfire (and other Triumph marques). In
addition to most of the available parts
catalogues, I have amassed a fairly large
collection of books, CDs (I highly recommend the new British Heritage CDROMs) and other media on the subject.
I have both of the original magazine ads
that ran for the 1973 Spitfire 1500, as
well as an original Spitfire sales brochure
for that year (gotta love the groovy 70’s
couple prominently placed in the pictures!) I even picked up a sales brochure

for all the 1973 Triumph models, featuring the USA Spitfire, GT6, TR6, and
Stag for that year.
My latest exploits have centered
around trying to get the Spit in tiptop shape for a local antique car show
in September (the annual Hagley Car
Show in Wilmington, DE). There are
no prizes – it’s just a great place to look
at and enjoy all sorts of cool older cars.
The show is held on the grounds of the
original powder mills where the DuPont
Company began its 200+ year history
making gunpowder in 1802 along the
Brandywine River. I’m hoping to be
selected to represent the British cars in
the general car parade during the middle
of the show, which will be followed by a
parade of the featured cars for this year
– American convertibles. Should be fun!
While at times it’s been a love/hate
relationship, my Spitfire has given me
great joy over the years, and I hope to
have many more with it. My wife and I
drove off in it after our wedding reception in 1996, and maybe someday our
daughters will get to do the same. With
so many Spitfires exported to the United
States in its remarkable 18 year run, it’s
a shame that relatively few are still on
the road. I’m just happy that I, with a
little help from a friend, got to bring
FM1991U back to the future. ◊
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My 73 TRIUMPH GT6

Also new seals, timing
chain, and all new
gauges. The transmission needed seals
with a new shift lever kit. After installing
everything on the bright red frame, I found
out the frame should be painted BLACK.
Everything had to come oﬀ the frame and
repainted it black. I hope mentioning this
will help someone to not make the same
mistake.
The next step was painting. I found just
the right guy for the job, Jerry Alexander,
last of the great painters. There was a lot
of body work, but it came out great. Jerry
used urethane primer and sealer after all
the body work was done. It was painted the
GT6 code 72 Pimento Red, which was the
original color.
With the shell sitting on new mounting
pads, the real work began. Reinstalling all
the wiring harness, gauges, new walnut
dash , dash cap, all new interior, door
rubber, and front and rear windshield
gaskets. During the rebuild I did replace
all the bolts with grade eight platinum

by Mike Stapp, Birmingham, Alabama
This was an eBay ﬁnd. When I picked
up the GT6, I wished I hadn’t won the
auction. It is really hard to see the rust in
a picture. Up close and personal you can
really spot the ﬂaws. With the start of the
dismantling the more rust I discovered on
the outer shell. The shell was eaten with
rust. Luckily I found a ‘73 shell right here
in Birmingham at Matthews Foreign Car
Parts. The shell had been sitting on the shelf
for a few years. The shell had already been
media blasted and primered. It was time
to have the frame media blasted, primered
and painted. Since the GT6 was going to be
painted Pimento Red, I painted the frame
this color also. After frame was painted I replaced the ‘A’ arm bushing, ball joints, half
axle joints, drive shaft joints, brake shoes,
pads, brake rubber hoses, wheel cylinders,
shocks
The motor had good compression, but I
had the head rebuilt with all new springs.
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bolts, nice touch.
For the exterior I went with re-chromed
bumpers, new door handles, tag lights, and
rear fender molding. I added all new Monza exhaust and new front down pipe. I had
to ﬁnd replacements for the old steel wheels.
EBay came through. I found ﬁve bolt on
wire wheels for the GT6. They needed a lot
of work. I started with media blasting, then
primer, paint, and clear coating. It was a lot
of work, but they look good.
Stromberg. This has to be one of the
most expensive parts of my rebuild. Be
prepared to take out a loan to have them
rebuilt. I found a guy by the name of
Allen Fuller. He must have worked in the
TRUIMPH factory because he knows all
about Strombergs. He did a great job on
the carburetor.
Since 1973 was the last year for the
GT6. I found out that Triumph only made
fourteen cars in October. With the help of
a GT6 originality book, it looks like my car
may have been one of the last to be built.
The VIN #KF22214UO, I am hoping to
verify this. ◊
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From Spitfires to Hell's Fire
by SSgt Stephen Hunt, USAF, Dyess AFB, Abilene, Texas

Being born and raised in a family that believed in practical automobiles,
there was at least one exception, my grandfather, Robert Bruce; whom
24
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among the many contributions during his lifetime, was an avid MG sports
car/rally driver during the '50’s after being a P-47 ﬁghter pilot during WWII.
I guess this was an easy transition for him from ﬂying squirrelly iron thru
the skies of Europe to driving similarly untamed motors through the likes of
Lime Rock back in it’s early days and so forth.
Spitfire & G T 6 M a g a z i n e • w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m
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My parents saw the automobile as solely a mode of transportation, a thing in which to go to and from with. I guess
it’s hard to be excited about a car when it’s just a plastic wood
paneled mini-van. I prayed to God nobody, especially friends
from school, saw me in that thing! Being the ever inquisitive type, I soon learned the where-abouts of my gramps old
MG’s. They were found quietly rusting in a barn full of hay
on the old farm; I was about 8 years old then. Boy it was fun
to sit up on those dusty, worn leather seats and grip a huge
vintage steering wheel and pretend I was the “Red Baron of
the circuit” taking out other contenders on the Millie Miglia,
through twisting turns, dodging spectators, the thrill of the
throaty exhaust, the goggles clamped to my face. Exhilarating
even if I was only passing the time and an idle cats glance.
Many years/soap box derbies and go-cart races later, I joined
the Air Force and was faced with buying my ﬁrst sports car.
But what kind? It had been many years since I had seen the
likes of an old MGTC/TD/TF or even an MGA, and frankly
there were none in Abilene TX., anyhow, to be purchased,
much less ogled. As fate would have it on my way to the BX
(Base Exchange) low and behold a red low slung coupe got
my attention. It was awesome to look at. I had never seen
anything like it, deﬁnitely foreign and it was for
sale, and of course I bought it. A 1967 Triumph
GT6 MK1. Unfortunately I didn’t know anything about it or even most cars for that matter
and I reluctantly sold it (started kicking myself
just 20 minutes after I sold it) because of a bad
transmission problem and I bought a very excellent 1979 MGB. Where is the Spitﬁre story? It’s
coming I promise..
During the ownership of that MGB there came to my attention a local gent by the name of Nick who owned, (still owns)
an orange, very hot 1974 Spitﬁre 1500. WOW what a car that
was, and what a sound, (Monza exhaust)! I was smitten and

my rather dumpy rubbernosed MG didn’t look so
hot anymore, “sorry baby,
I lusted for another.” Well I
made fast friends with Nick
as well as Kyle, (the kid
who bought my GT6); we
had the start of a would-beclub until orders from the
base separated us to diﬀerent parts of the globe.
Driving around in Nick’s
Spitﬁre, as we would
sometimes rally out the base
gates for short road trip
adventures, I was amazed
by the awesome cornering ability and the beautiful curvaceous
bodywork. I had to have a Spitﬁre, any (year) Spitﬁre. Well after looking at maybe 6 or 7 really worn out ones, I found one
in really wonderful shape just requiring some minor cosmetics, yeah right. I tore it apart and rebuilt the thing, and right
now it is being rebuilt for the third time in 10 years! It is an
all original 1975 Spitﬁre painted Pimento, which is all great
and all, and I do love it, but there was something aesthetically pleasing with the over-riders of the 1974 model vs. the
later block styles of 75 to 79. Of course all sexual implications
aside, I loved the metal badges and the rather more simple
emissions and cockpit arrangement, not to mention the cool
rear bumper badge, I blame it all on you Nick, now I have
owned/sold/parted out 11 Spitﬁres in just 12 years!
So my ultimate quest was to locate a French Blue 1974 Spitﬁre, nothing else would do; (please look at the 1974 factory/
dealer brochure and you will understand the desire). How
do you ﬁnd a very rare, particular year, particular color car
anyway? I looked for almost 4 years and I bought at least two

"sorry

baby, I
lusted
for another."
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before I started tearing it apart and discovering, no kidding,
60% of the existing sheet metal or what use to be sheet metal
needed to be replaced!!! So glad I only had spent $950.00 on
it so far……
...the war
After a deployment and two years of work
I ﬁnally got it right and back to the “exact
must go
factory specs”, right down to the seat belt
on as they
warning system and that curious therkeep telling
mostatic cooling switch on the radiator
me, only my
bottom hose. It’s somewhat a pain to
get in your car, not put the belt on ‘cause 10th desert
you’re just backing it out of the garage and
vacation
get a stupid buzzing noise and the idiot light
glaring up at you to fasten your belt before the so far
engine can even be started!!! “Anti-starting safety device”, as
Leyland called it. It was deﬁnitely a “safety” product of Ralph
Nader for the 1974 line of Triumphs; “Safety Fast” MG?
How about “Safety, or No-Go” for Triumph! It was so worth
it though and the $11,000.00 I spent, (don’t tell the wife!!!!),
then again she did get a whole new bedroom set and a new
dining room to boot!
The paint was even mixed up exactly to the factory
coding DuPont French blue color. No problem, looks great, better in person
than these photos. Unfortunately at this writing
I am deployed again
and cannot retake these
in time for the magazine,
the war must go on as they
keep telling me, only my
10th desert vacation so far!
As you might guess I have
owned more British cars than I
can even admit too, (see married
clause); seriously obsessed? Yeah
and broke too! Fortunately I only
have three spits now and one ain’t
running, not ﬁnished, (still in pieces)
it’s a 1973 Spitﬁre done up in Mimosa
Yellow and white pin stripe tires, just
like the Spitﬁre TV commercial in which
t h e
yellow spit and a WWII spitﬁre plane,
race side by side down a grassy strip with the announcer
claiming “You not only get a car and a girl, but a piece of history” Where’s the girl, you ask? My wife is shaking her head in
the back ground, reading this!!
So my current collection consists of the '73 Spitﬁre Mimosa
Yellow, the '74 Spitﬁre Pimento Red, and my favorite, the '74
Spitﬁre French Blue. I love this hobby way too much!!!!
Triumph on!!! ◊

"

1974 factory/dealer brochure

74 models that needed a lot of work but neither was ever even
blue. Down trodden I realized the only way to get all that I
wanted in my dream Spit was to build my own out of several
spitﬁres and paint it my desired color. However that was the
least of my problems because both of the 74’s I already had
were really beyond my budget for saving, so I scrapped
them, saving every piece that wasn’t rusted
beyond salvage.
One day while doing my daily surﬁng of
the web, ah la working, I noticed an EBAY
listing for a French Blue 74 Spitﬁre right
in Austin Texas! It was being sold real
cheap too because of a blown motor
and minor rust….”uh o”… the alarm
should have gone oﬀ in my head and
I should have signed oﬀ right then
and there, but no…. I couldn’t
stop thinking about it and before
the week’s end, I won it, sight
unseen. You’re probably thinking, “What an idiot, sight
unseen?”, and you would be
right! You can stop reading
now because the rest may
be too painful to digest.
After driving all the way to Austin
TX., ﬁve grueling hours in a truck/trailer that
shook more than a hairless cat sitting on a block of ice,
I saw my new Triumph or rather what use to be a really nice
triumph if you take away the fact it sat out in the pouring rain
with no top and had more water in it than the pool next door,
hey it’s water tight!, no holes, right?, wrong! The carpet and
glue residue somehow combined in to a type of new fangled
ﬁber-schmuck (NASA’s still calling me for the recipe, to use
it as an emergency cork in space for the shuttle ﬂeet!). I was
disheartened but exhilarated at the fact it was “once French
Blue” and a Spitﬁre! (More blue by the way, than Spitﬁre as
rust would show). We hauled it back, got lots of pictures of it
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Spitfire 1500
The Final Design ?

As early as 1966, Triumph had
built a 1493cc engine and tested it
in a Spitﬁre. BL started using the
1493cc in cars built in South Africa. The engines were adapted for
front wheel drive saloon models in
the early seventies. The engine was
not marked for Spitﬁre use until
much later. The 1300cc engine had
been doing ﬁne, keeping up with
US emissions legislation until the
early 1970’s. It was obvious that the
new requirements would choke the
1300 engine and rob power to the
point no one would be interested
in the Spitﬁre. Engineers set about
making the needed changes to the
engine extending the stroke to increase capacity and power while still
meeting US emissions standards.
Since these standards only applied
to US bound cars, BL decided to
change the US export model while
retaining the MkIV in home and
European markets. Euro cars kept
their FH commission preﬁx, while
US cars changed to FM, starting
with FM00001. This was the start
of the Spitﬁre 1500.
The 1973 Spitﬁre 1500 was
released with little fanfare in the beginning, and to the untrained eye,
28

looked just like a Spitﬁre MkIV.
The body was the same, the bumpers were the same, only the bonnet & rear wing badges had been
changed slightly to reﬂect the “new”
model. The interior looked the
same as the MkIV, and in the Euro
market the cars continued with
1300cc engines and wore badges
of MkIVs. Two models oﬀ
one production line, it was a
logistical nightmare.
With the new 1500, the
engine horsepower increase
was minimal, 57 from 54,
but the torque increased
from 61 lb-lb to 71 ft-lb.
This gave back some acceleration that had been stripped
by federalizing. The extra
torque was handled by adding a large diaphragm clutch
and the diﬀerential was
changed to 3.89:1 to help
with quieter highway speeds.
The rear axle width was increased by two inches at this
time to improve handling.
Engineers listened to Spitﬁre fans and made another
long awaited improvement.
The rear spring arrangement

was altered, allowing the transverse
leaf spring to pivot in the center
with the exception of the master
leaf. The master leaf was still ﬁxed
to the diﬀerential, and this arrangement reduced the roll stiﬀness in
the rear. A larger diameter antisway bar was ﬁtted to the front end,
to help maintain balance under
high-speed cornering. New seats
with adjustable head restaints were
included in the interior changes. A
walnut dash was once again used,
and sported restyled gauges. A
smaller, shallower steering wheel
allowed more leg and knee room.
Options included a steel hardtop
and the electronic overdrive from
third and fourth gears. “Vehicle
sensitive” seat belts were also added
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HISTORY LESSON
SPITFIRE 1500 SPECIFICATIONS
1973 to 1976
*Various year differences noted*

to the 1500. These belts allowed for
freedom to move sideways or forward slowly, but the belt locked up
when sudden motion was applied.
Many new owners thought the belts
defective and returned their cars
to the dealer. Most modern cars
have since adopted the very same
function of seat belts and users
have found them simple to use and
much more comfortable to wear.
The American ad campaign on
television & in the magazines (page
32) displayed a yellow Spitﬁre
next to a WWII Spitﬁre plane, and

claimed, “You not only get a car
and a girl but a piece of history”.
This also featured a cameo appearance by retired Spitﬁre pilot and
Battle of Britain Ace, Ginger Lacey.
The campaign worked and sales rose.
In 1974, the US standards had
changed bumper impact resistance.
In an eﬀort to combat this new
regulation with as little retooling as possible, “Big Bertha” was
born. Called that by many Spitfire enthusiasts, the small “overriders” of the 73 were removed,
and the large, arrowhead shaped

Production Dates :
US-August 1972 to 1976
Total Built : 63,341
Euro-December 1974 to 1976
Built for 1973 : 13,011
Built for 1974 : 13,942
Built for 1975 : 13,362
Built for 1976 : 23,026
Commission Numbers : 1973 from FM 001
1974 from FM 10001
1975 from FM 28001
1975 from FH 75001
1976 from FM 40001
1976 from FH 80001

ENGINE

Cylinders :
Bore and Stroke :
Cubic Capacity :
Compression Ratio :
Valve Gear :
Valve Clearances :
Contact Breaker Gap :
Spark Plug Type :
Spark Plug Gap :
Firing Order :
Ignition Timing :
Carburetion :
Max Power :
Max Torque :

PERFORMANCE

4 in-line
73.7 mm x 87.5 mm (2.90”/3.44”)
1493 cc /89.5ci
7.5:1 US 73-75
9.1:1 US 76 (Cal 7.5:1)
UK/Euro 9.0:1
Overhead (pushrod)
0.010” (0.25 mm) set cold
0.015” (0.4 mm)
Champion N-9Y
0.025” (0.64 mm)
1-3-4-2
10° BTDC
Stromberg 150 CDS- US
Twin SU HS2E- UK/Euro
71 bhp @ 5500 rpm- UK
82 lbft @ 3000 rpm (net)

0-60mph :
13.2 seconds
Top Speed :
94 mph US / 100 mph UK
Standing ¼ mile :
19.1 seconds
Overall Fuel Consumption : 29.2mpg (22mpg 73-75 / 25mpg 76 US)
Touring Fuel Consumption : 44.4 mpg (33mpg 73-75 / 37mpg 76 US)

TRANSMISSION

Clutch :
7¼”” diaphragm
Top Gear Ratio :
3.89 US / 3.63 UK
Third Gear Ratio :
5.05
Second Gear Ratio :
7.85
First Gear Ratio :
12.70
Reverse Gear Ratio :
14.48
Final Drive (Differential) Ratio : 3.89 US / 3.63 UK
Overdrive : Optional: Laycock D on 3rd and 4th gears 73-74
Laycock J on 3rd and 4th gears 75-76

CHASSIS

Construction :
Front Brake Type :
Rear Brake Type :
Front Suspension :
Rear Suspension :

Backbone chassis supporting integral body
9.0” Disc, Girling Caliper
7” x 1¼” drum
Ind. Coil & double wishbone w/anti-roll bar
Independent by transverse leaf spring
with lower wishbones and radius arms
F/R Dampers :
Armstrong/Monroe Telescopic
Steering Type :
Rack and pinion
Steering Lock to Lock : 3⅝ turns
Wheel Size :
13” x 4½ J pressed steel
Tyre Size :
155 SR-13
Front Tyre Pressure :
21 psi
Rear Tyre Pressure :
26 psi
Front Wheel Alignment : 1/16”-1/8" (1.6-3.2 mm) toe in
Rear Wheel Alignment :
1/16”-1/8" (1.6-3.2 mm) toe in

DIMENSIONS
Length :

Wheelbase :
Width :
Front Track :
Rear Track :
Height :
Clearance :
Turning Circle :

CAPACITIES
Fuel Tank :
Engine Oil :
Gearbox :

Rear Axle :
Cooling System :
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12’ 4” 73 US & all UK/Euro
13' 2" 74-76 US
6’ 11”
4’ 10.5”
4’ 1”
4’ 2”
45 ⅞" top up 45 ⅝” top down
4 ⅝”
25'

7¼ gallons IMP (9.1USgal), 33 litres
8 pints imp, 4¾ qts US, 4.5 litres
1½ pints, ⅞ qt US, 0.9 litres (2.4 pints, 1½ qt US, 1.4 litres with OD)
1 pint IMP, 1¼ US pt, 0.6 litres
8 pints, 5 qt US, 4.8 litres
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Overriders

and how they grew...

rear

front

In 1973, the 1500 was released to
the US market with small front overriders. These were the same as the
Euro MkIV, and no overriders were
added to the rear bumper.

rear
front
In 1974, the 1500 sprouted large
arrowhead shaped overriders on
front and back to meet new US
safety regulations. The Euro Spit
added a spoiler on front, had a small
front overrider, but none on back.

rear
front
In 1975, the overriders grew again
on both front and rear to a large
rectangular shape. In addition, an
extra strengthener placed between the
rear overriders. The Triumph wedge on
the rear bumper was discontinued.
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rubber bumperguards were
installed. And these were
installed not only on the
front, but on the rear as
well. This increased the
length of a Spitﬁre by over
12 inches. While not the
best looking change, the
new rubber bumperguards
were accepted and sales
continued to grow. In England, it was time to upgrade
the MkIV and make one
engine for all Spitﬁres. The
Euro 1500 was released,
and sported twin SU carbs
and their special 4-2-1 cast
iron header. US cars were
getting the single CD150
Stromberg and a cast iron
4-1 standard exhaust manifold sporting an EGR valve
to keep up with emissions.
As 1975 approached,
British Leyland decided
that the MG Midget engine
needed replaced, since it
could no longer meet US
emission regulations. At
this point, BL made a bold
move and ﬁtted a Triumph
engine and transmission in
the MG Midget. This allowed BL to reduce tooling
costs and focus on one engine for two diﬀerent cars.
MG enthusiasts did not
like this move but had no
voice in the plan. Triumph
enthusiasts were not happy
with this change either, but
were glad the engine chosen
was a Triumph rather than
an MG engine.
1975 also brought forth
a new and more bulky
overrider to the Spitﬁre.

▲This 1973 1500, owned by Richard Kohlhepp of
New Jersey, shows the clean, sleek lines of rear
bumper, before US impact regulations were imposed.

▲The 1974 1500 above is owned by Ken & Gloria
Green of Saskatchewan, Canada. You can see
the addition of arrowhead shaped overriders.

▲ Zach Cotherman of Ohio, owns this 1975 1500.
Note the rectangular shape of the overriders that were
enlarged for the 1975 US regulations. Note the front
spoiler just below the front overriders, from '74 on.

▲ This 1976 1500, owned by Marv Robbins of
Lafayette Indiana, shows the rear stiffener that
was added in 1975 due to stronger US regulations.
Note the slotted rims unique to the '76 Spitﬁre.
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This time the rubber bumperguards were squared
oﬀ, and looked even worse. And to add to the misery, the beautifully simple lines of the 73-74 bumper
were changed, and a higher impact piece added to
the middle of the rear bumper, between the rubber
guards. Gone was the Triumph wedge that had graced
the rear bumper in such a stylish way. Gone was the
thin, smooth appearance of the slender rear bumper.
In its place was a monster of a design, that was engineered to meet the new US bumper 2.5mph impact
regulations. (Thank you Ralph Nader!) 1975 also was
witness to the disappearance of the chrome badge declaring this the Spitﬁre 1500. Now the bonnet sported
a vinyl “decal” showing “Spitﬁre 1500” and on the
bootlid, a similar decal with “Triumph” added to the
top of it. No identiﬁcation was installed on the rear
wings. A new padded armrest appeared between the
seats, and a fold down map light was installed above
the parcel tray.
Also changed for the 75 Spitﬁre was the transmission. While still a four speed, a Marina styled gearbox
was installed with a single rail conﬁguration. This
changed the shift pattern from having the reverse
on the left, to the reverse being on the right, next to
third. A “J-type” overdrive was available as an option
with the single rail transmission. The '75 Spitﬁre with
a 7.5:1 compression ratio boasted a 33 mpg fuel rating
for 1975. In California, '75 models were ﬁtted with
catalytic converters and required unleaded fuel.
In 1976 the focus on bumper regulations remained
the same as 1975, so the bumpers and guards were

▲ Austin Marina rims with slotted openings were used on the
1976 Spitﬁre in place of the oval-holed rims of previous years.
What was thought to be a stylish improvement was actually
cleaning house at BL. These rims along with the chrome trim
rings, did give a classy, unique look to the 76 Spitﬁre.
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▲The 1976 Spitﬁre as it appeared in the BL sales brochure.

able to remain the same. Engineers were able to improve the engine to a 9.1:1 compression ratio for most
of the US (excl. Cal.), and resulted in a performance
increase and a fuel mileage increase to 37 mpg. California cars continued to be equipped with 7.5:1 ratio
engines and received a 33mpg rating.
A new style steel rim was used on the '76 Spitﬁre.
New, did we say? Well, not quite. Morris/Austin
Marina rims with slotted openings were used in place
of the oval holed rims of previous years. What was
thought to be a stylish improvement was actually
cleaning house at BL. That Austin Marina slotted rim
had been discontinued and replaced with a Rostyle
rim, and the slotted rims, a left over, were used to
clear out old stock. These rims along with the chrome
trim rings, did give a classier look to the 76 Spitﬁre.
A less classy change, was the replacement of chrome
windscreen wiper arms with black arms, and standard
mirrors sporting a black ﬁnish.
In 1976 the TR6 and Spitﬁre were marketed as the
"Endangered Species" (page 34-35). The advertising agency thought up this theme to show how few
convertibles were still being sold in the United States.
It was a highly successful campaign and generated a
lot of buyer interest and media coverage. Triumph
sports car sales hit their all-time highest one month
record in June of 1976, selling a total of 2,960 cars.
Most were TR7s, but Spitﬁres still sold at about 1,000
units per month, which was also the limit the factory
could turn out. 1976 turned out to be the record best
sales for Triumph. with 28,238 cars sold. The previous
record was 1959 with 23,072.
More changes/improvements were on the way for
1977, and in the next issue, we will continue with the
late model Spitﬁres, 1977 through 1981, including the
replacement of chrome bumpers with rubber. ◊
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CLASSIC ADVERTISING

Reprinted from Motor Trend Magazine - June 1973 - 1973 Triumph Spitﬁre 1500
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Reprinted from Road & Track Magazine - July 1974 - 1974 Triumph Spitﬁre 1500
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CLASSIC ADVERTISING

Reprinted from Motor Trend Magazine - May 1976
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CLASSIC ADVERTISING

1976 Triumph Spitﬁre 1500 & 1976 TR-6
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Cool It Man!
by Dan Stewart, Washington

A few years ago I drove down in my '72 Spitfire
to Portland, Oregon for the British Field Meet during the Labor Day weekend. It is only a 3 hour drive
from Seattle on I-5, but it was unseasonably hot that
weekend. The temperature outside was 103ºF when
I pulled up into the track at P.I.R. My Spitfire at the
time had the stock 16” Radiator and the temperature gauge pegged 80% over to the right. Actually I
drove the 3 hours with the heater on to draw heat out
of the engine. Not a whole lot of comfort there - it
was plenty hot inside! At all 3 rest stops I’d pop the
bonnet and throw water at the radiator. I told myself
I've got to fix this problem for good when I get back
home.
A few days and a couple of phone calls later, I
found the larger 22”#RKC2117 radiator at the bone
yard. [Figure #1] I took the radiator to the radiator
shop to be checked out. They flushed and tested it
and then I installed it in my Spitfire. Now the needle
on the temperature gauge just went to ½ way on
hot days. No more driving with the heater on! So I
thought.
My next project was to drop the nose of the car
about 3” and install an aluminum plate between the
front frame rails under engine to prevent the front
end from lifting up at speed, as all the air was lifting
the bonnet up. [Figure #2] All worked well until I
was stuck in traffic on a 55ºF day and the temp gauge
moved up to the 3/4 hot. Heater on again! Air was
not being drawn from the bottom because of the aluminum plate. Ok, now time for an electric fan!
So I contacted Kenlowe in England and sent them
photos of the radiator, aluminum plate dimensions
and the problem I was having. In a week or so I
received a letter from Ken Handover at Kenlowe suggesting I use twin 10” 2000 series axial fan-blower
type as a secondary cooling. [Figure #3] He said the
fit would be a little tight as I would have to move the
radiator overflow bottle out about 2”-3” [Figure #4]
and the top of the fan would have to be shaved off
about ¼” each (top and bottom) to fit the ventricle
clearances. Width was okay at 20”. I just had to pinch
36

Figure #1

Figure #2

Figure #3

Figure #4
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Figure #5

Figure #6

Figure #7

Figure #8

up the radiator shell at the ends with pliers and the
fan dropped in. (Kenlowe did the shavings) A week
later both Kenlowe fans arrived and the project began.
Since the radiator was coming out it was a good
time to replace all the heater and radiator hoses and
renew with new shiny clamps too. [Figure #5] I also
moved the radiator overflow bottle out about 2-½”3” so the fan on that side would clear. So I made a
new bracket extension for that. Simple enough!
I also needed a relay and luckily I had a new Lucas
unit which I mounted on the front part of the left
side frame to keep it cool. Then I needed a 30 amp
inline fuse and used a Buss HHG 30 amp to connect
to the starter relay. (Buss heavy duty ATC blade type
fuse holder w/protective cap UPC #51712 26984 +
Buss 30 amp fuse #ATC 30 UPC #51712 13108)
I didn’t like the Kenlowe rocker type on-off switch
that came with the fans so I went to the local auto
parts store and purchased a calterm green LED tipped
toggle switch (UPC #46494 40293). The tip lights
up when the fan is on. [Figure #6]
The next step was to drill a ½” hole in the dash
(ouch!) on the left hand side and make it look like the
switch belongs there. I finally got it all wired up and
it worked to the first try! Almost like I knew what I
was doing!! Also since I was down in front of the radiator it was time to give some consideration to protecting the oil cooler. As the flimsy nylon bug screen
cloth was just keeping the bugs out and the “Perfect
Rock” through the grill would leave me “Dead in the
water”. I ordered a stainless steel course mesh #4x.047
wire 24”x36” sheet from Pegasus Racing in Wisconsin. [Figure #7] I cut out the appropriate size, then
got it to conform to the back of the grill. A little cutting here- a little bending there and held in by black
tie wraps. Nothing is getting through that screen. A
nice clean installation. [Figure #8]
The test of overheating would be the up coming
Western Washington all British Field meet in Bellevue,
Washington. That weekend the predicted temperatures
were to be in the 90ºF range . The day of the show
it went to 95ºF and the way home (11 miles) I took
the back road with stop & go traﬃc. The temp needle
never went beyond ½ way with the fans on. Finally no
heater on! Yes, it was hot outside, but the car ran ﬁne.
My air conditioner is a 32 oz. spray bottle!! ◊
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Winterizing your Triumph
by Liv Haasper, Ontario, Canada

Preparations:

It’s that time of the year again when we have to face the reality
that winter is approaching and, no matter how often we’ve postponed this day, found excuses to go for yet another drive around
the corner, the ﬁnal decision has to be made: It’s time to put the
Triumph into winter hibernation. Some of us are lucky to have
a dry, cozy garage where, once in a while, we can visit the sleeping car, walk around it a bit and, when no one is looking, let our
ﬁngers casually caress that dusty front wing, inspect a bit of lint
on the boot lid, open the bonnet, just to have quick look to see
if no one has built nest in a secluded place, and if this is the case,
give that red squirrel an eviction note, “ Out, or I’ll search for the
22!!!” Some, not so fortunate Triumph owners, have no choice
but to send their baby oﬀ into storage, an old barn, some large,
unfriendly cold and windy building. So, what needs to be done to
prepare ‘Little old Brit’ for the long winter sleep???

• The ﬁrst thing one should do is to change the oil and oil ﬁlter. Also at this time, change the antifreeze. Cars stored without
antifreeze and just water can and will result in cracked blocks, burst
radiators and heaters. Freezing temperatures require a 50/50 solution
of antifreeze and water to prevent the coolant from freezing in the
engine block, radiator or heater. Check your container for the proper
mixture for your regional area. It will vary depending upon your expected temperatures. Fresh oil in the sump reduces bearing etching,
caused by dirty, acidic, contaminated oil.
• Next thing on the list is to add a stabilizer to the fuel and run the
engine to make sure the stabilizer reaches the carburetors.
• Top of the tank oﬀ to completely ﬁll it. This will prevent the inside of the tank to develop any rust and give you problems with the
fuel supply when going on that long awaited drive next spring. A full
tank of gas also reduces the amount of water that can be absorbed by
the petrol and slows the rate at which the gasoline turns to varnish.
• Remove the spark plugs and squirt a few drops of oil into each
cylinder, fog the engine lightly with oil or buy a commercial fogging
product.
• Top oﬀ the master cylinder to deduce water contamination in the
hydraulic lines.
• Bleed those brake lines, especially if you’re using DOT 5. Water is
not absorbed by the silicone and if not removed, will aﬀect the rubber components of the brake system.
• Periodically over the winter month, roll the Triumph back and
forth a few times to prevent the brake pads from rusting to the rotor.
Operate the brakes on occasion to prevent the cylinders from freezing. Also, engage the hand brake a few times to keep its cables and
linkages moving freely. Store the Triumph with the hand brake oﬀ.
• Clear out those drain holes. Make sure moisture can drain oﬀ
wherever possible. Pay attention the boot and rocker sills where

The last drive:

It’s time to face reality; the car is going out for her last drive.
It’s time to prepare for storage. You sadly drive her home and
park her in her designated spot. You want the exhaust system up
to operating temperatures before it is parked so that moisture
isn’t condensed inside, causing the pipes to rust all winter.
If your car is parked on a concrete floor, you’d want to worry
about vapor emitted from the ground, lime build up, condensation, rust prevention. Some people opt to have the car up on
jackstands for good ventilation [also to free the suspension and
take the weight of the leaf springs], others will park it on a tarp
for added protection and insulation. Apparently, cars stored on a
wood floor are less prone to condensation and rust problems.
Look up. Is the car parked under a roof that may leak or condensation may drop on it?? If the car is on jackstands, how will
you be able to evacuate it in case of fire???
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placed in a dish to prevent it from soaking into the upholstery or carpets.
Mouse traps and mothballs, frequently scattered around, all of these ideas
seem to be of help in the battle with ‘Stewart Little’ and his family.

moisture may collect. Rubber plugs should be checked. You might
even consider opening and leaving you boot open for storage so no
water can build up inside the boot lid.
• Pay attention to the clutch. The clutch hydraulics may leak and
the clutch disc can rust to the ﬂy wheel or pressure plate. Occasionally, activate the pedal to avoid these problems.
• Remove the battery and store it in a dry place where it won’t
freeze. Keep it oﬀ the ground to avoid discharging. A battery that
isn’t in a tray can’t leak... While the battery is removed you may want
to put it on a tickle charger to prevent it from freezing.
• If you have air shocks, spray the air bladders with some silicone
spray to protect them. If you plan on painting the car the next
spring, stay away from the silicone,.... You may want to let some of
the air pressure out over the winter.
• If your car is not sitting on jackstands, put a little extra pressure in
the tires.
• Add fresh windshield washer solution (instead of water) to keep
mold from forming in the reservoir.
• To prevent critters from making a nest in your exhaust, bend a
metal coat hanger so you can insert the ‘hook’ end into the muﬄer
or tail pipe. Insert a ball of steel wool as a plug. With a hook attached in this fashion, the removal of the ‘plug’ is very easy.
• Give the car a good cleaning. Try to get rid of accumulated dirt
under the vehicle as best as possible. Vacuum the inside, polish with
a protective polish or wax it to protect the paint, treat the vinyl
with a coat of Armor All® or a similar product (a marine upholstery
protector seems to work well on the vinyl of the soft top, tonneau
covers, boot covers).
• Treat leather seats, if you are lucky enough to have those in your
car.
• Give your hoses and all other rubber parts a good spray with a
lubricant to keep them pliable and soft.
• Remove the rubber ﬂoor mats, so the carpet can breathe.

Ventilation is the next issue that should be addressed when preparing
the car for storage. A tightly tarped car will collect condensation, which in
turn will cause the car to prematurely rust and molds to develop. Moisture
condenses on everything, especially during temperature changes. Make
sure the car is very well ventilated. If you must tarp the car, leave the
windows open a crack to allow air movement. Choose to have the soft top
either up or down and leave it that way for the season. A cold soft top will
not stretch into place and the vinyl may be damaged. You may even ﬁnd
that the bonnet itself will collect condensation, which then may run into
the battery tray. And, when you think your battery acid has again damaged the paint in your battery tray, it may well have been the condensation
dripping into it from the bonnet that allowed the rust to develop.
Silica gel crystals are apparently of great help to absorb moisture.
These products are not very expensive and now available in some
pet supply sections of your grocery store. Put into small bags, safetypinned close, and dispensed throughout the car, they will absorb moisture. You will be able to re-use them, season after season. Put them under the seat, into the battery tray or anywhere else you may ﬁnd them
useful. Overall, you want the car dry. It won’t matter if it’s cold.
Lastly, consider the matter of insurance. It’s important to keep
a theft, damage, vandalism, and ﬁre policy in eﬀect, so keep your
comprehensive insurance in place.

Spring and the ﬁrst drive:

When spring has sprung on that special day of the ﬁrst drive,
introduce oil into the cylinders, perhaps 6 squirts from a normal oil
can. Turn the engine over (maybe by hands, using the drive belt)
until you get oil pressure, before replacing the spark plugs, to move
the oil through the head, the pistons and the valves.
Of course, the best solution to winterize your car for the cold
winter month is to drive it daily or better still, move south and drive
it all year long. ◊

It’s a good idea to keep those little rodents in mind that are desperate
for a home at this time of the year. Rodents have been known to be most
pervasive. They can burrow into seats, fenders, pedal boxes, inside heater
boxes, even inside exhaust headers and cylinders. Some people claim that
pieces of Irish Spring soap, liberally dispensed in certain areas of the interior and under the bonnet are a deterrent for critters. Make sure the soap is
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Swiss Spitﬁre Club Members Travel to Ticino
by Stephan Sieburg, Swiss Correspondent, Spitﬁre Club Switzerland

26 Spitﬁres from all over Switzerland gathered in Airolo, a village in
the north of the Ticino, for what
should become a wonderful Sunday.
The canton Ticino, also called Tessin, lies in the south of the country
and shares a border with Italy. People
speak mainly Italian but some understand German or French. The climate
is usually much more friendly than
that north of the Alps. It is the Swiss
Riviera, you can even expect to see
palm trees growing there.
Most of the participants coming
from the more northerly cantons,
stayed at a hotel in Airolo the night
before.
On Sunday the route led through
many small villages, which names
were new even to me. The nearness of
40

Italy manifests itself in the Ticino’s architecture. Many buildings are made
of stone and are proportioned like
structures in Lombardy or Tuscany.
After about two hours and 100 kilometers later, a highlight of the journey
was the drive up to Gravesano into
the Malcantone valley. The road was
steep and the curves so narrow, that
one had to shift into ﬁrst gear.
In a restaurant in Mugena a four
course meal was prepared for us. It
was something our Spitﬁre friends
cannot enjoy often at outings. Usually we go for a barbecue or a camp
ﬁre. Here we met more Spitﬁres from
people who live in the area. Understandably, they did not want to drive
all the way north, just to turn around
and drive back the same way.
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After a long lunch break we followed the hairpin mountain road
down to the plain of Agno, where
there is also a small airport. Our next
destination was Carona. Here the
plan was to visit the Botanic Gardens,
hidden away on a mountain top.
However, with sunny weather and
temperatures around 30 deg C, we
were not the only ones who had this
idea and incidentally there weren’t 26
parking lots available either, so we had

to move on.
We ended up in Melide at the
shore of Lake Lugano. There is the
well-known Swiss Miniature Village,
displaying small replicas of the major
buildings in Switzerland, attracting especially families with children.
We did not go inside, because it was
already getting late, a nearby cafe
served cool drinks and ice-cream.
It was about 6 pm when we had to
say arrivederci. The long way home
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took most of us about 3 to 4 hours.
While in the Ticino we stayed on the
small main roads to enjoy the last
sunbeams. Through the 17 kilometers
long St. Gotthard tunnel we exited
Ticino and on the northern side of
the Alps, we preferred to use the
highway. Late, but with many memorable impressions we arrived home, it
must have been midnight or so, happy
that we took part and no breakdowns
occurred. ◊
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The Ga t h e r i n g 20 0 6

Triumph Club of the Carolinas
by John Holbrook, North Carolina

The 21st annual spring event, The Gathering, was held for the second year on the
grounds of beautiful Shelton Vineyards on
April 23 through 26. The new site continues to exceed our expectations for presenting our little British cars, with the rolling
hills, world class facilities and miles of vineyard grapes twisting around the landscape.
Friday began with registration and a self
paced rallye tour that included roads around
the Blue Ridge Parkway. Our Ron Hassell and wife Lori designed the course after
clocking hundreds of miles of trial runs to
assure the participants a tour worth their
while. Later, everyone met in downtown
Mt. Airy for dinner and prepared the car
show on Saturday.
With over 160 entries of Triumphs, MG’s,
Jaguars and all other makes of British cars
we carefully watched the skies for the rain
that comes with the season. Luckily the
main showers occurred over Friday night
and Saturday event was rain free. Everything was in place and all TCOC members
were ready for the annual dust-oﬀ. The
gates opened to the cars, participants and
the crowds that would come to view our
handiwork. No one was disappointed with
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all of the classes displayed, the vendors and
tours of Shelton’s winery available for all.
What impressed me most this year was the
number of young people, 20 to 30 years
old, that came to take pictures and ask questions about our cars. They had stories about
the fathers owning one when they were
younger, or perhaps they had bought one
and wanted to come and see the ﬁnished
products. Wearing Moss Motors shirts and
taking notes to carry home. It’s good to see
that the interest in our cars will continue in
the future.
The entries for the Spitﬁre and GT6 class
had probably the best setting of all the
classes in the show. We were placed behind
a small pond next to Shelton’s restaurant
and in front of the vines of Chardonnay
which made for great pictures as shown in
the surrounding photos. With more than a
dozen cars Spitﬁres and GT6 on display, the
various models and colors made for a true
display of our favorite Triumphs. Judging
was done by participants taking time to
view the diﬀerent classes. A lot of questions
and comments were shared, and I think I
learned more about our cars in 2 hours than
I have in as many years. It was good to have

Randy Cardoso at the show after his recent
accident. His knowledge about our cars
never ceases to astound me.
Awards for our class went to Dennis
Wusch with a pristine ’65 Spitﬁre Mk2
from South Carolina. This was only one of
Dennis’ several cars and we can only guess
that he has other cars in show quality as
well. Second place went to Jon Keil with
his ’68 GT6 Mk1 and third place for Christopher and Bonnie Oakman (and grandchildren) for their ’80 Spitﬁre. There was
a good showing of cars shown in this class
that just goes to proof that this continues
to be one of the most favorite Triumphs of
choice. Other cars shown there included
a Spitﬁre / GT6 hybrid recently reworked,
our club President’s ’80 Spitﬁre 1500
and Dick Birch’s ’74 Spitﬁre, one of his 5
Triumphs.
The show concluded with a silent auction
of vendor parts, nicnacks and gifts. This was
a diﬀerent sale from our previous auctions
and was well received by all participants. A
little down time and a quick shower, just before the awards banquet at The Depot. With
a crowd of 200 plus, we settled down to a
relaxing evening with a wonderful menu and
high spirits. Awards were handed out for
22 classes of Triumphs, along with 3 special
awards for Best of Show, Shelton’s Choice
and Longest Distance Traveled.
Sunday included the traditional Autocross
and Blindfold Rallye events handled at Surry
Community College campus. The autocross
events were sanctioned by the Jaguar club
as part of their national point accreditations, with a special course set and all of the
required timers and layouts.
The Triumph Club of the Carolinas was
pleased with the 2006 show and will be
making plans to have an even better show
in 2007. It is our desire to keep improving
The Gathering and increase the number
of cars that come to our annual event. We
strive to keep an interest in the British cars
and the projects that continues top put us
on the road every week. Look forward to
the 2007 and include The Gathering on
your calendar of events. ◊
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THE CLUB SCENE

British Car Day Cincinnati
Sponsored by the British Car Club of Greater Cincinnati
William Harbin Park located in Fairfield, Ohio, July 9 2006
Submitted by Dave Hale, Cincinnati,Ohio

Some of us Spitﬁre drivers in Cincinnati getting together at the car show. Having fun, showing
oﬀ, driving our Spit’s. The more we get together, the more we get noticed. So get those Spitﬁre’s
out, have fun, DRIVE that British car... Dave Hale
Spitfire & G T 6 M a g a z i n e • w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m
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THE CLUB SCENE

30th All British Field Meet
Portland, Oregon Submitted by Dan Stewart

Mike Janes '78 1500
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September 2-3-4, 2006 • Portland International Raceway
Over 700+ British cars, 250+ Vintage Racecars
150 Triumphs. 6 GT6s, 12 Spitﬁres, 1 Vitesse, & 1 Herald.

Leon Guyot '63 Vitesse

Tom Ross '78 1500

Bill Peterson '70 GT6+

Bruce Harding '67 GT6 Mk1

Ray & Peggy Franco '68 Spit Mk3

Bruce Bonnell '66 Spit Mk2

Ted Clibbon '72 Spit Mk4

Gary Kirby Spitﬁre V6

Gary Kirby Spitﬁre V6

Dan Stewart '70 GT6+

Brian Johnson '79 1500

Ralph & Vicky Chantry '70 Spit Mk3

Jim Vaughn '74 1500

Hank Duran '68 GT6 Mk1

Spitfire & GT6 Magazine • “for enthusiasts, by enthusiasts”

Autojumble

Coming up in issue #24

SPITFIRE
1500
Send your photos and stories about late 1500's

Reach an international Triumph enthusiast...
Advertise in the Spitfire & GT6 Magazine Autojumble!

And try our package deals to get ads on TriumphSpitfire.com,
one of the highest Triumph traffic sites on the web!

('77-'81) soon. Items are needed by Dec. 10th.

TRIUMPH

TR2 • TR3 • TR4-4A • TR6 • TR250 • SPITFIRE • GT6

SHOCK
ShockABSORBERS:
Absorbers:

Each
REAR
lever)
.....................................................................
$59.95
REAR(Armstrong
(Armstrong
Lever)..................................................
$59.95
HEAVY
DUTY
UPGRADE
..................................................................
$10.00
HEAVY
DUTY
UPGRADE................................................
$10
TR6
booster
..............................................................................$175.00
TR6brake
brake
booser.............................................................
$175

call:

1-800-487-3333
email to:

tom@triumphspitfire.com

mail to:

Spitfire & GT6 Magazine
P.O. Box 30806
Knoxville, TN 37930

Free Catalogs
“Keep’em on the Road”™
Catalogs Available:

BRAKE
Rebuilt)
Brake MASTERS:
Masters: (Sleeved
(sleeved& and
rebuilt)

Austin Healey
MGA
MGB & MGC
AH Sprite
& MG Midget
TR2, 3, 4, 4A, 250
TR6
TR7 & TR8
Spitfire & GT6
Sunbeam Alpine
& Tiger

TR6,7,8
Spitﬁre ...................................................................................$125.00
TR6, Spitfire......................................................................
$125
Spitﬁre,
GT6
(1968-76)
.......................................................................$175.00
Spitfire,
GT6
(1968-75).....................................................
$175
TR3,
4,
4A
(TR2
Twin
$185)
.................................................................$95.00
TR3, 4, 4A (TR2 twin-$175).............................................. $95
Caliper
models)
.......................................................................$105-115
Caliper(most
(most
models).......................................................
$95-115
Clutch
.......................................................................................$75.00
Clutchmaster
Master....................................................................
$55
Brake
sleeving
only,
brass
or
SS
.......................................................$40-$75
Brake cylinders brass sleeved.......................................... $40-75

Carburetors: (Complete
(complete
rebuilding)
CARBURETORS:
Rebuilding)

Disassembly,
cleaning,
bodies
rebushed,
new
throttle
jets,
Disassembly,
cleaning,
bodies
rebushed,
new std.
size
throttleshafts,
shafts, jets,
flowFLOW
bench
tested..........
$395/pair
needles,
float
valves,
gaskets,
needles,
ﬂoat
valves,
gaskets,
O-rings,
BENCH
TESTED ....$395/pair
Carb BODIES
bodies rebushed
and
new
$55
CARB
REBUSHED
and
newthrottle
throttle shafts.................
shafts .......................
$75each
each

Prices shown are for Exchange or Yours Rebuilt. Core charges apply if items
Prices shown are for exchange or yours rebuilt. Core charges apply
are ordered prior to (and are refunded after) our receiving your old units.
if items are ordered prior to (and are refunded after) our receiving
S/H $4.00-$8.00 per item. FREE CATALOG.
your old unit. S/H $4-$8 per item. Free Catalog.

Visit our web site: www.applehydraulics.com

1610 Middle Rd,
Calverton, NY 11933
631-369-9515
fax: 631-369-9516
Toll Free

HYDRAULICS, INC.

800-882-7753

www.applehydraulics.com

VISA, MASTERCARD, COD, FREE CATALOG

Tee-Shirts

• Quality Parts & Accessories
• Great Prices
• Easy Ordering 7 Days A Week
Order Toll Free - All USA & Canada
For Your Convenience - 7 Days A Week

1-800-255-0088
Order Catalogs & Parts Online at

www.VictoriaBritish.com
PO Box 14991, Lenexa, Kansas 66285-4991

Performance Research Industries

Small, Medium,
Large, X-Large,
XX-Large

$

15

each

Price includes US shipping

Digital Back Issues on CD

1313 DUKE ST. STE. A
SUTHERLIN, OR, USA 97479
Phone 541-459-5442
info@prirace.com
www.prirace.com

Back issues 1-12, including many out of print,
are available on one CD in PDF™ format.

$

1995

www.triumphspitﬁre.com
or 800-487-3333
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Autojumble
Reach an international Triumph enthusiast...
Advertise in the Spitfire & GT6 Magazine Autojumble!

And try our package deals to get ads on TriumphSpitfire.com,
one of the highest Triumph traffic sites on the web!
call:

1-800-487-3333
email to:

tom@triumphspitfire.com

mail to:

Spitfire & GT6 Magazine
P.O. Box 30806
Knoxville, TN 37930

Tell us about your car!
Send us anything about your Spitfire, GT6, Herald, Vitesse and Sports6

info@triumphspitfire.com
or
P.O. Box 30806,
Knoxville, TN USA 37930-0806

Get it Magnum Clean!

Magna Blast features
built-in water heating, highly portable
wheeled frames and
quality machinery,
Magnum makes the
most durable and
toughest hot-high
pressure cleaning systems affordable for
every enthusiast.

See all our other models at:

www.MagnumClean.com
or call: 1-800-963-4486

Rollbar Accessories

Flashlight & Extinguisher Mounts
www.fourtreks.com
FOURTREKS
3625 Anita Dr.
Bell, CA 90201
818-517-6145

Fax: 805-583-8299
46

Camera & Camcorder
Mounts
S pit f ire & GT6 M a ga z in e • “f or e nt hus ia s t s , by enthusiasts”

OE Electrical And Hydraulic Parts
Sports Coil DLB105
Spitﬁre 62-70 Volt Regulator NCB132
Spitﬁre 64-76 Turn Switch SQB126
Spitﬁre 77-80 Turn Switch SQB195
Clutch Slave Cylinder Spitﬁre 67-77
Clutch Slave Cylinder Spitﬁre 78-80
Spitﬁre 67-75 Brake Master PMC143
Spitﬁre 76-80 Brake Master PMC146
Spitﬁre/GT6 Clutch Master PNB454
DOT 5.1 Racing Brake Fluid PFB501

31.00
30.00
61.32
98.29
74.00
64.00
187.00
150.51
74.09
12.12

Spitﬁre Complete Dash Pad 71-80
Spit 71-80 Tri-Metal Engine Bearings
GT6 Tri-Metal Engine Bearings
Spitﬁre Light Alloy Valve Cap Set
GT6 Light Alloy Valve Cap Set
NEW Spitﬁre 73-80 Alternator 43 amp

165.00
CALL
CALL
35.20
52.80
86.00

Drilled and Slotted Rotor Set
Heavy Duty Rockershaft
Heavy Duty Tappet Set
Stainless Brake Hose Set
Heavy Duty Rear Spring
High Pro Camshafts, 4 Grinds EX
Gear Reduction Starter
Lucas Brake Fluid Dot 4 1-Liter

95.00
54.00
57.00
88.00
149.00
91.00
195.00
7.87

Upper and Lower Gasket Set
Tie Rod Set
Ball Joint Set
Left or Right Trunnion w/Kit
Front Wheel Bearing Kit
Rear Wheel Bearing Kit
Rack Boot Kit w/Clamps
Brake Rotor Set with Pads
Fuel Pump 62-72, 73-78, 79-80
Rear Wheel Cylinder Set (2)
Alloy Valve Cover
Brake Hose Set 4-pc
Carpet Set with Snaps
Full Panel Kit 71-80
Seat Cover Kit 73-80
Convertible Top 71-80 (62-70 call)
Water Pump 71-74 (75-80 $60)
HD Brake Pads Spitﬁre 67-80
Spitﬁre Sway Bar Link L or R
Spitﬁre 1500 Piston Set 9-1
Spitﬁre 62-74 Ignitor Ignition Kit
Spitﬁre 75-79 Ignitor Ignition Kit
GT6 Ignitor Ignition Kit
Flame Thrower High Output Coil

27.65
17.48
16.58
29.00
27.78
26.88
14.50
60.00
19.00
24.00
70.10
38.00
166.00
278.00
255.00
215.00
51.52
19.84
17.92
176.96
87.00
86.00
87.00
35.00

70-1084 Spitﬁre 67-80 Header
88-1284 Spitﬁre Exhaust System
88-1285 GT6 Exhaust System

159.50
259.60
259.60

NEW PRODUCTS

High Pro Spitﬁre Parts

Spitﬁre Specials

Monza Performance Exhaust

High Performance GT6 Parts
Gear Reduction Starter
Tri-metal Bearings Rod or Mains
New Chilled Iron High Pro Cam
High Pro Camshaft 4-grinds EX
Heavy Duty Tappet Set
Large 214N Rimﬂow Intake Valve
Large 214N Rimﬂow Ex. Valve
Heavy Duty Rockershaft
Vernier Adj Cam Gear Dual Only

195.00
CALL
280.00
110.00
70.00
22.40
22.40
82.88
156.80

Tappet Set (12)
New Chilled Iron Stock Camshaft
Piston Set with Rings
Rockershaft with 12 Rockers
Alloy Valve Cover
Upper and Lower Gasket Set
GT6 Slave Cylinder
Borg&Beck 3-pc Clutch Kit
Brake Hose Set (4)
Rear Wheel Cylinder Set (2)
Front Wheel Bearing Kit
Rear Wheel Bearing Kit
Tie Rod Set
Ball Joint Set
Fuel Pump (Kit for OE Pump $13)
Water Pump

44.00
266.00
298.00
161.00
131.38
42.00
48.00
136.00
38.00
28.00
21.28
29.57
17.48
16.58
21.00
56.00

Spitﬁre/GT6 Front Shock G210S
Spitﬁre/GT6 Adj Ht Shock G761AS
Spitﬁre Rear Shock G211
GT6 Roto-Flex Rear Shock

95.00
157.00
90.00
95.00

GT6/Spitﬁre Rack Mount Bush Set
Spitﬁre/GT6 A-Arm Bushing Set
Spitﬁre Rear Radius Arm Bush Set
Spitﬁre Sway Bar Bushing Set
Spitﬁre Rear Shock Bushing Set
Spitﬁre/GT6 Front Diff Bush Set
GT6 68-72 Rear A-Arm Bush Set
GT6 Rear Radius Arm Bush Set

10.00
37.00
19.00
10.00
11.00
17.00
41.00
19.00

GT6 Specials

Shocks

Poly Bushings

Be Sure to Check out our new WEB Site to get a look at
a Full listing of parts
Sign up to be on our special E-Mail list for Internet only
Specials.

Call or Mail to:
BRITISH PARTS NORTHWEST
4105 SE LAFAYETTE HWY
DAYTON, OREGON 97114
PHONE 503-864-2001 FAX 503-864-2081
Visit us at: www.BPNORTHWEST.COM

Prices Subject to Change- Listed in US Dollars

We are now open 24/7 at our New Online Store * See our Full Line at www.BPNORTHWEST.com
PRSRT STD
U S P O S TAG E

P A I D
P.O. Box 30806 • Knoxville, TN 37930

P E R M I T #1
POWELL,
TN

